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Last Time...
• The Last time I gave a talk dedicated 

entirely to the top quark...

• ... it was declared proof that string 
theory is correct...

• ...becoming fodder in the “string 
wars” that were going on in the 

blogosphere...

... and I was originally referred to      
in the blogs as an experimentalist.

• (Though to be fair, that was graciously corrected 
once the error was pointed out).

• Let’s see what happens this time!

• It’s very nice to be here.
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Statistics

~14 talks x ~25 slides = 350 slides

350 slides / 30 minutes ~ 12 slides / minute

Mission Impossible.



Statistics

Alexander  Belyaev 7

      

LHC&DM search interplay in unravelling Natural SUSY

We are still inspired by this beauty ...

DM

Top

Top physics is going strong!

Credit for idea,
SUSY, Higgs + XD

Sasha Belyaev

Top data also 
shown by QH Cao



Warning:
The speakers did an excellent job of providing fair summaries of 

their topics and referencing the actual work.  Here, I am just 
referencing their talks.  Please go to them to find the actual 

individual references.
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Inspiration



The King of Fermions



The King of Fermions

I think it is hard not to be 
inspired when you find 

something as weird as this.



Flavor

• More precisely, the question of flavor 
is precisely why the top is unusual.

• The masses and mixings of the quarks 
tell us something fundamental about 
the Higgs (not W!) couplings.

• This structure seems to beg for some 
kind of more fundamental explanation.

• Whatever that explanation is, it knows 
that the top is special.

• We don’t know at what scale flavor is 
selected, but the top may be the key 
to understanding it. 
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Figure 12.2: Constraints on the ρ̄, η̄ plane. The shaded areas have 95% CL.

and the Jarlskog invariant is J = (3.06+0.21
−0.20) × 10−5.

Figure 12.2 illustrates the constraints on the ρ̄, η̄ plane from various measurements
and the global fit result. The shaded 95% CL regions all overlap consistently around the
global fit region.

12.5. Implications beyond the SM

The effects in B, Bs, K, and D decays and mixings due to high-scale physics
(W , Z, t, H in the SM, and unknown heavier particles) can be parameterized by
operators composed of SM fields, obeying the SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) gauge symmetry.
Flavor-changing neutral currents, suppressed in the SM, are especially sensitive to beyond
SM (BSM) contributions. Processes studied in great detail, both experimentally and
theoretically, include neutral meson mixings, B(s) → Xγ, X$+$−, $+$−, K → πνν̄,
etc. The BSM contributions to these operators are suppressed by powers of the scale
of new physics. Already at lowest order, there are many dimension-6 operators, and
the observable effects of BSM interactions are encoded in their coefficients. In the SM,
these coefficients are determined by just the four CKM parameters, and the W , Z, and
quark masses. For example, ∆md, Γ(B → ργ), Γ(B → π$+$−), and Γ(B → $+$−) are all
proportional to |VtdVtb|2 in the SM, however, they may receive unrelated contributions
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A complication is that the ratio of the interfering amplitudes is very small,
rDπ = A(B0 → D+π−)/A(B0 → D+π−) = O(0.01) (and similarly for rD∗π and rDρ),
and therefore it has not been possible to measure it. To obtain 2β + γ, SU(3) flavor
symmetry and dynamical assumptions have been used to relate A(B0 → D−π+) to
A(B0 → D−

s π+), so this measurement is not model-independent at present. Combining
the D±π∓, D∗±π∓ and D±ρ∓ measurements [127] gives sin(2β + γ) > 0.68 at 68%
CL [105], consistent with the previously discussed results for β and γ. The amplitude
ratio is much larger in the analogous B0

s → D±
s K∓ decays, which will allow a model-

independently extraction of γ − 2βs [128] at LHCb [129] (here βs = arg(−VtsV ∗
tb/VcsV ∗

cb)
is related to the phase of Bs mixing).

12.4. Global fit in the Standard Model

Using the independently measured CKM elements mentioned in the previous sections,
the unitarity of the CKM matrix can be checked. We obtain |Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 =
0.9999 ± 0.0006 (1st row), |Vcd|2 + |Vcs|2 + |Vcb|2 = 1.024 ± 0.032 (2nd row), |Vud|2 +
|Vcd|2+|Vtd|2 = 1.000±0.004 (1st column), and |Vus|2+|Vcs|2+|Vts|2 = 1.025±0.032 (2nd
column), respectively. The uncertainties in the second row and column are dominated
by that of |Vcs|. For the second row, a slightly better check is obtained from the
measurement of

∑
u,c,d,s,b |Vij |2 in Sec. 12.2.4 minus the sum in the first row above:

|Vcd|2 + |Vcs|2 + |Vcb|2 = 1.002 ± 0.027. These provide strong tests of the unitarity of the
CKM matrix. With the significantly improved direct determination of |Vtb|, the unitarity
checks for the third row and column have also become fairly precise, leaving decreasing
room for mixing with other states. The sum of the three angles of the unitarity triangle,
α + β + γ = (175 ± 9)◦, is also consistent with the SM expectation.

The CKM matrix elements can be most precisely determined using a global fit to
all available measurements and imposing the SM constraints (i.e., three generation
unitarity). The fit must also use theory predictions for hadronic matrix elements, which
sometimes have significant uncertainties. There are several approaches to combining the
experimental data. CKMfitter [6,105] and Ref. 130 (which develops [131,132] further) use
frequentist statistics, while UTfit [112,133] uses a Bayesian approach. These approaches
provide similar results.

The constraints implied by the unitarity of the three generation CKM matrix
significantly reduce the allowed range of some of the CKM elements. The fit for the
Wolfenstein parameters defined in Eq. (12.4) gives

λ = 0.22537 ± 0.00061 , A = 0.814+0.023
−0.024 ,

ρ̄ = 0.117 ± 0.021 , η̄ = 0.353 ± 0.013 . (12.26)

These values are obtained using the method of Refs. [6,105]. Using the prescription
of Refs. [112,133] gives λ = 0.2255 ± 0.0006, A = 0.818 ± 0.015, ρ̄ = 0.124 ± 0.024,
η̄ = 0.354 ± 0.015 [134]. The fit results for the magnitudes of all nine CKM elements are

VCKM =




0.97427 ± 0.00014 0.22536 ± 0.00061 0.00355 ± 0.00015
0.22522 ± 0.00061 0.97343 ± 0.00015 0.0414 ± 0.0012
0.00886+0.00033

−0.00032 0.0405+0.0011
−0.0012 0.99914 ± 0.00005



 , (12.27)
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Electroweak Fit

• The top mass is a crucial ingredient into the global fit to the Standard 
Model.

• The Higgs mass we have been given seems consistent with Mt and MW.  
This is a huge constraint by itself on many theories of BSM physics.



The Fate of the Universe
• Ultimately, the top mass controls 

the fate of the Universe (in the SM).

• The Higgs potential can be 
destabilized if the top is too heavy 
and the Higgs is too light.

• Now that we know the Higgs mass, 
we can finally ask what this tells us.

• Peversely(?) Nature has chosen a 
Higgs mass such that we are not 
entirely sure what this means.  It 
seems that new physics is only 
required at high scales.

• Shifts in the top mass have a large 
effect on this situation.

CERN Theory Seminar, May 21, 2014 

Motivation 

mtop wanted !   Aims: 

•  Reduce error in mtop(MC) 
•  Clarify mass scheme mtop(MC)  
•  Improve / understand better MC 

݉ = 173.34 ± 0.76

Mentioned by Andre, Cedric

Mh

mt



Why going beyond the SM?

� SM w/Higgs is a complete theory of EWSB (up to 10ଵଽGeV?)
� But it is highly unatural, ie. sensitive to UV dynamics: 

� ࣩ(TeV) New Physics needed to stabilize the 125GeV Higgs

+ = log(ƨ) or finite

݉ߜ
ଶ = H top W,Z ~ െଷ౪౦మ

଼గమ Ȧ
2

if Ȧ o(TeV)ب ȁ Hierarchy problem

12

Hierarchy Problem
• The top plays an interesting role in the hierarchy 

problem.

• Our best theories of quantum gravity include 
new states at the Planck scale related to the top, 
such as stringy excitations or Kaluza-Klein 
modes.

• These particles inherit the top coupling to the 
Higgs, and they destabilize the Higgs potential, 
dragging the weak scale to the Planck scale.

• In other theories, space-time becomes granular 
or “foamy” at Planck lengths, leading to the same 
problem.

• Whatever physics protects the electroweak scale 
from these corrections, it must act particularly 
on the top sector.

t 

t ~ t ~ 

Top motivates SUSY @ LHC 

Stops cancel top divergences 

h h 

h h 
h h 

E.g.  SUSY:

Mentioned by 
Yevgeny, Cedric



Inspiration

Observation

Of course, theorists never really observe anything.  
But experiment requires theory to make the most 

of its observation.  So this section is about how 
theory plays a role in that process.



• Both Tevatron and LHC have pushed 
measurements to the point where 
simple theory no longer has the 
power to describe the data.

• Hard processes need NLO or 
NNLO descriptions, and soft logs 
need to be resummed (e.g. by the 
parton shower)

• This is a theme that ran through the 
entire week.

• Motivated by this, and capitalizing on 
theoretical advances, theory seems 
ready to rise the to the challenge.

• Higher orders are available, and 
double-counting seems tractable.

Frank Krauss
Theoretical KeynoteMotivation Precision Theory MEPS@LO Experimental Status Conclusion

Inclusive observables in tt̄ + jets

multijet merging for tt̄ + {0, 1, 2} jets
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Some Thoughts on Tops

Motivation Precision Theory MEPS@LO Experimental Status Conclusion

Multijet-merging at NLO: MEPS@NLO

basic idea like at LO: towers of MEs with increasing jet multi
(but this time at NLO)

combine them into one sample, remove overlap/double-counting

maintain NLO and LL accuracy of ME and PS

this e↵ectively translates into a merging of MC@NLO simulations
and can be further supplemented with LO simulations for even
higher final state multiplicities

F. Krauss IPPP

Some Thoughts on Tops

Motivation Precision Theory MEPS@LO Experimental Status Conclusion

Multijet merging: basic idea

parton shower resums logarithms
fair description of collinear/soft emissions
jet evolution (where the logs are large)

matrix elements exact at given order
fair description of hard/large-angle emissions
jet production (where the logs are small)

combine (“merge”) both:
result: “towers” of MEs with increasing
number of jets evolved with PS

multijet cross sections at Born accuracy
maintain (N)LL accuracy of parton shower

resummed 
in PS

exact ME

LO 5jet, but also

NLO 4jet
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F. Krauss IPPP

Some Thoughts on Tops

The Precision Frontier



The Precision Frontier
• With higher order improvements comes 

less dependence on the techniques / Monte 
Carlo.

• ...and we saw that for many 
measurements, MC measuring is a non-
negligible part of the systematic budget.

• At the same time, using these codes in 
complicated analysis is challenging.  They are 
computationally intensive and complicated.

• Still, once modeling dominates the 
systematics, including the cutting edge codes 
in analysis is essential to go forward.

• Frank asks for more fiducial cross sections 
and less correction back to the parton level.

Frank Krauss
Theoretical Keynote

Motivation Precision Theory MEPS@LO Experimental Status Conclusion

Light jet observables in tt̄ + jets

Sherpa+OpenLoops
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Light jet properties
in ttbar + jets



tt Production
• The inclusive t tbar cross section has 

been the subject of an intense theoretical 
campaign.

• Michael Czakon told us about NNLO 
results which describe the data very well.

• Theory uncertainties on this quantity 
have reached a few percent.

• It’s pretty amazing that a single 
computation can describe ~2 TeV (ppbar) 
and ~8 TeV (pp) data so well, given the 
differences in the important subprocesses 
of the two colliders.

• Progress on differential quantities 
advances as well (more about that soon).

Michael Czakon
T Tbar Production

Predic)ons#for#hadron#colliders#
MC,#Fiedler,#Mitov#`13#

NNLO#+#NNLL#

NNLO#

Predic)ons#for#hadron#colliders#
MC,#Fiedler,#Mitov#`13#

NNLO#+#NNLL#

NNLO#



Perturba)ve#convergence#

5#

Concurrent#uncertain)es:#
#
Scales # # #~#3%#
pdf#(at#68%cl) # #~#2N3%#
αS#(parametric) #~#1.5%#
mtop#(parametric) #~#3%#
#
So`#gluon#resumma)on#makes#a#difference:#
#

# #5% # #N> # #3%#

Michael Czakon
T Tbar Production

tt Production

Note the importance of resummation.



Single Top Production
• Fabrizio Caola told us about the latest 

effort to bring calculations of the single 
top t-channel process to NNLO.

• There is an interesting lesson to be had:  
NLO looks like a tiny correction, but if 
one looks closer one sees indications 
that the higher order is necessary.

• This is seemingly due to a large 
accidental cancellation.

• It is not the net correction, but the 
scale variation of its components 
which characterizes the uncertainties.

• Another indication is larger scale 
variation for differential quantities. Fabrizio Caola

Single Top Production

T-channel single top: do we need NNLO?

�LO = 53.77 + 3.03� 4.33 pb

The total cross section at the 8 TeV LHC:  A CLOSER LOOK

�NLO = 55.13 + 1.63� 0.90 pb 3

FIG. 3: Scale dependence of the 2 → 2 and 2 → 3 calculations,
at LO (dashed) and NLO (solid) order. Factorization and
renormalization scales in the heavy and light quark lines are
equal to µ. For the LHC only top production is considered,
the behaviour of the anti-top being very similar.

jet distributions at the Tevatron [34] and the LHC. On
the other hand, the distributions of the spectator b’s are
significantly affected.

In Fig. 3 we show the cross sections for top produc-
tion at the Tevatron and the LHC in the two schemes
as a function of µ/mt, where µ is a common renormal-
ization and factorization scale. The 4F calculation has a
stronger dependence on the scale than the 5F one, par-
ticularly at the Tevatron, which simply reflects the fact
that the 2 → 3 Born calculation already contains a fac-
tor of αs. However, we observe that both calculations are
much more stable under scale variations at NLO than at
LO. To establish an optimal central value for the scales,
we have studied separately the scale dependence associ-
ated with the light and heavy quark lines. As expected,
most of the overall scale dependence is inherited from
the heavy quark line. In the 4F scheme it is minimal
for scales around mt/2 and mt/4 for the light and heavy
quark lines respectively, which therefore sets our central
scale choice. In the 5F scheme the scale dependence is
very mild and we simply choose mt for both lines.

Table I shows the predictions for the total cross sec-
tions in the two schemes, together with their uncertain-
ties. The scale uncertainties are evaluated by varying the
renormalization and factorization scales independently
between µL,H

0 /2 < µF,R < 2µL,H
0 with 1/2 < µF /µR < 2

and µL/µH constant. We see that the uncertainty in
the 4F scheme is larger than (similar to) that in the 5F
scheme at the Tevatron (LHC). The difference between
the NLO predictions in the two schemes is rather small,
with uncertainties typically less than 5% in both cases.

The exception is the 4F calculation at the Tevatron with
an uncertainty of around 10%, which is however still of
the same order as the absolute difference with the 5F
calculation. The small scale uncertainties together with
quite modest increases of the cross sections from LO to
NLO provide a clear indication that the perturbative ex-
pansions are very well behaved.

In Fig. 4 we compare NLO predictions for the top
quark and light jet pseudo rapidity η and transverse mo-
mentum pT . To define the light jet we used the kT al-
gorithm and imposed pT > 15 GeV, ∆R > 0.7. Results
are presented as a bin-by-bin ratio of the normalized (4F
and 5F) distributions. For the LHC only top production
is shown, with the behaviour of the anti-top very similar.
Although the predictions differ somewhat, the differences
are typically at the 10% level and always less than 20%.
Finally, we study the NLO distributions in η and pT for
the spectator b. We find that the fraction of events at
the Tevatron (LHC) where the b is central and at high-pT

(|η| < 2.5, pT > 20 GeV) is 28% (36%) with a very small
scale dependence. From Fig. 5 we see that the largest ef-
fects in the shapes are present at the Tevatron, where the
spectator b tends to be more forward and softer at high
pT than in the 5F calculation (where these observables
are effectively only at LO).

We have reported on the computation of the NLO
corrections to the EW production of top and bottom
quarks through the t-channel exchange of a W boson,
keeping the mass of the heavy quarks finite. This allows
a systematic study of the approximations and improve-
ments associated with the different schemes for treating
heavy flavors in QCD. We find that the 4F calculation
is well behaved: it displays a 10% (4%) scale uncer-
tainty and a modest (very small) increase of the cross
section from LO to NLO at the Tevatron (LHC). It gives
rates that are slightly smaller than the 5F predictions
(by about 6%). The two calculations are consistent at
the Tevatron, where the uncertainty of the 4F calcula-
tion is similar to their difference and marginally consis-
tent at the LHC, where the estimated uncertainties are
much smaller. Such a difference could be interpreted as

Born
TeV t (= t̄) LHC t LHC t̄

(LO) NLO (LO) NLO (LO) NLO

2 → 2 (0.92) 1.00+0.03+0.10
−0.02−0.08 (153) 156+4+3

−4−4 (89) 93+3+2
−2−2

2 → 3 (0.68) 0.94+0.07+0.08
−0.11−0.07 (143) 146+4+3

−7−3 (81) 86+4+2
−3−2

TABLE I: Inclusive cross sections (in pb) for t-channel single
top production at the Tevatron and LHC using (CTEQ6L1)
CTEQ6.6 PDF’s for the (LO) NLO predictions and µL

0 = mt

(µH
0 = mt) and µL

0 = mt/2 (µH
0 = mt/4) as central values

for the factorization and renormalization scales for the light
(heavy) line in the 5F and 4F schemes, respectively. The first
uncertainty comes from scale variations, the second from PDF
errors.

[Campbell et al (2009)]

•Scale variation similar to 
corrections!

•~ percent difference 
between 4FNS/5FNS 
calculations

t-channel single top: do we need NNLO?

�LO = 53.77 + 3.03� 4.33 pb

The total cross section at the 8 TeV LHC:  A CLOSER LOOK

�NLO = 55.13 + 1.63� 0.90 pb

+12% -14%

Large cancellations among channels



Single Top Production
• Fabrizio presented an almost 

complete NNLO determination of 
t-channel single top production

• Sure enough, the net NNLO 
correction to the rate is not 
suppressed compared to the NLO 
correction

• Remember, we do higher orders 
not to get a different number, but 
to get a smaller uncertainty!

• Differential rates are also described 
much more accurately, and 
uncertainties are stable even in 
differential quantities.

Fabrizio Caola
Single Top Production

Single-top @ NNLO: total cross section

8 TeV LHC,  MSTW2008,  mt = 173.2 GeV

�LO = 53.8+3.0
�4.3 pb �NLO = 55.1+1.6

�0.9 pb

�NNLO = 54.2+0.5
�0.2 pb

•Still delicate interplay/cancellations between different 
channels -> important to consistently compute 
corrections to all of them!

•Result very close to the NLO (-1.6%), reduced μ 
dependence -> good theoretical control!

•μ dependence dominated by factorization scale (larger 
scale -> more b)

(μR=μF= {mt/2, mt, 2 mt})

Single-top @ NNLO: more differential observables

pT,cut

σ(
p T

>
 p

T,
cu

t) mt/2 < μ < 2 mt 

 20

 25

 30

 35

 40

 45

 50

 55

 60

 0  10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80

LO
NLO

NNLO

4

p⊥ σLO, pb σNLO, pb δNLO σNNLO, pb δNNLO

0 GeV 53.8+3.0
−4.3 55.1+1.6

−0.9 +2.4% 54.2+0.5
−0.2 −1.6%

20 GeV 46.6+2.5
−3.7 48.9+1.2

−0.5 +4.9% 48.3+0.3
−0.02 −1.2%

40 GeV 33.4+1.7
−2.5 36.5+0.6

−0.03 +9.3% 36.5+0.1
+0.1 −0.1%

60 GeV 22.0+1.0
−1.5 25.0+0.2

+0.3 +13.6% 25.4−0.1
+0.2 +1.6%

TABLE I: QCD corrections to t-channel single top quark production cross sections at 8 TeV LHC with a cut on the transverse
momentum of the top quark p⊥. Cross sections are shown at leading, next-to-leading and next-to-next-to-leading order in
dependence of the factorization and renormalization scale µ = mt (central value), µ = 2mt (upper value) and µ = mt/2 (lower
value). Corrections at NLO and at NNLO (relative to the NLO) are shown in percent for µ = mt.

las for the phase-space parametrization relevant for the
ub → dt, ub → dtg and ub → dtgg sub-processes, as well
as a discussion of an appropriate choices of variables rel-
evant for the extraction of singularities can be found in
that reference. Using the language of that paper, we only
need to consider “initial-state” sectors since there are no
collinear singularities associated with final state particles
due to the fact that top quarks are massive. All calcula-
tions required for initial-state sectors are documented in
Ref. [61] except that here we need soft and collinear lim-
its for incoming quarks, rather than gluons, and the soft
current for a massive particle. This, however, is a minor
difference that does not affect the principal features of
the computational method.

The above discussion of the NNLO QCD corrections
to the heavy quark line can be applied almost verba-
tim to corrections to the light quark line. The two-loop
corrections for the 0 → qq̄′W ∗ vertex are known since
long ago [62–64]. One-loop corrections to 0 → qq̄′gW ∗

scattering are also well-known; we implemented the re-
sult presented in [65] and again checked the implemen-
tation against an independent computation based on the
Passarino-Veltman reduction. Apart from different am-
plitudes, the only minor difference with respect to cor-
rections to the heavy quark line is that in this case there
are collinear singularities associated with both, the in-
coming and the outgoing quark lines. We deal with this
problem splitting the real-emission contribution into sec-
tors, see Ref. [61]. In the language of that paper, we
have to consider “initial-initial”, “final-final” and mixed
“initial-final” sectors. Finally, we briefly comment on the
contribution shown in Fig.1c. We note that, although
formally NNLO, it is effectively the product of NLO cor-
rections to the heavy and the light quark lines, so that
it can be dealt with using techniques familiar from NLO
computations.

We will now comment on our treatment of γ5. For
perturbative calculations at higher orders the presence of
the Dirac matrix γ5 is a nuisance since it can not be con-
tinued to d-dimensions in a straightforward way. While
computationally-efficient ways to deal with γ5 in com-
putations, that employ dimensional regularization, exist
(see e.g. Ref. [66]), they are typically complex and un-
transparent. Fortunately, there is a simple way to solve
the γ5 problem in our case. Indeed, in the calculation of
virtual corrections to the tWb weak vertex, γ5 is taken

to be anti-commuting [40–43]. This enforces the left-
handed polarization of the b-quark and removes the issue
of γ5 altogether. Indeed, if we imagine that the weak
b → t transition is facilitated by the vector current but
we select the b-quark with left-handed polarization only,
we will obtain the same result as when the calculation is
performed with the anti-commuting γ5. Since the can-
cellation of infra-red and collinear divergences occurs for
each polarization of the incoming b-quark separately, this
approach completely eliminates the need to specify the
scheme for dealing with γ5 and automatically enforces
simultaneous conservation of vector and axial currents –
a must-have feature if quantum anomalies are neglected.
Of course, this requires that we deal with the γ5 appear-
ing in real emission diagrams in the same way as in the
virtual correction and this is, indeed, what we do by us-
ing helicity amplitudes, as described in [39].

We have performed several checks to ensure that our
calculation of NNLO QCD corrections to single top quark
production is correct. For example, we have compared all
the tree-level matrix elements that are used in this com-
putation, e.g. ub → dt+ng, with 0 ≤ n ≤ 2, ub → dt+qq̄,
ug → db̄t+mg, 0 ≤ m ≤ 1, against MadGraph [67] and
found complete agreement. We have extracted one-loop
amplitudes for 0 → Wtb̄g from MCFM [45] and checked
them against our own implementation of the Passarino-
Veltman reduction, for both the W ∗b → tg and the
W ∗g → tb̄ processes. We have cross-checked one-loop
amplitudes for W ∗u → dg and related channels against
MadLoop [68]. In the intermediate stages of the compu-
tation, we also require reduced tree and one-loop ampli-
tudes computed to higher orders in ε, as explained e.g. in
Ref. [61]. We checked that their contributions drop out
from the final results, in accord with the general conclu-
sion of Ref. [69].

One of the most important checks is provided by the
cancellation of infra-red and collinear divergences. In-
deed, the technique for NNLO QCD computations de-
scribed in Refs. [47–49] leads to a Laurent expansion
of different contributions to differential cross sections in
the dimensional regularization parameter ε; coefficients
of this expansion are computed by numerical integra-
tion. Independence of physical cross sections on the reg-
ularization parameter is therefore achieved numerically,
when different contributions to such cross sections (two-
loop virtual corrections, one-loop corrections to single

•Contrary to NLO, 
results stable in the full 
spectrum!

•Scale dependence 
typically improved!

•K-factor is small but 
not constant

Single-top in the ‘factorized’ approximation

Two-loop amplitudes:

Trivial (~NLO2)

Simple

~OK

(very) hard

Must be interfered with tree-level -> COLOR SINGLET

The ‘hard’ amplitude contribution is suppressed by 1/Nc2

NEGLECTED IN OUR COMPUTATION

[same for s/t interference]

PT cut on the top



Single Top + NWA

• Many tools treat the top quark as on-shell.  As we get to % level 
measurements, Γ/M ~ 1% effects become important to include.

• The effects are very kinematic-dependent, with regions where it works fine, 
but also regions where it fails, particularly observables like MWb and beyond 
kinematic edges.

Fabrizio Caola
Single Top Production

However, be careful
By definition, NWA is not supposed to work:!
• for observables sensitive to MWb!
•beyond kinematics edges

























      








Figure 6: Transverse momentum of b-jet relative to flight of top quark, in reconstructed top
quark rest frame, pT (Jb)rel.t.

4. Conclusions

In this letter we have performed the computation of NLO QCD corrections
to EW t-channel W+bj production. The calculation, carried out within the
aMC@NLO framework, was done making use of the complex-mass scheme, and
retains the full o↵-shell and interference e↵ects at NLO. In addition we have
compared our results with those obtained with the NWA and ET approaches.
We conclude that, at least in the case of the top quark, it is incorrect to claim
that the NWA is an excellent approximation universally. While the NWA gives a
good description of many observables, it fails dramatically for others, in partic-
ular those sensitive to the invariant mass of the (W+, Jb)-system. On the other
hand, we find that the predictions of the ET approach are much closer to those
of the full NLO QCD results. These two facts combined imply that for certain
observables o↵-shell e↵ects are much more relevant for a correct description of the
final-state kinematics, than NLO corrections to the top-quark decay alone (which
include hard radiation o↵ the b quark). We feel that this is a general conclusion
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by terms of O(�t/mt) for inclusive observables. Indeed, similar small-sized di↵er-
ences are observed for di↵erential observables either inclusive in, or insensitive to,
the invariant mass of the (W+, Jb)-system. As an illustrative example we present
in Figure 4 the transverse momentum distribution of the light jet, pT (Jlight). The
lower panel reveals that the NWA and ET NLO results di↵er by 1-2% in all bins
from the o↵-shell NLO results. In the upper panel it can be seen that both the
NWA and ET results are actually contained within the scale variation band of the
NLO o↵-shell result, indicating that for this observable the size of o↵-shell e↵ects
is smaller than the scale uncertainty.




















    






Figure 5: Invariant mass distribution for the reconstructed top quark, M(W+, Jb).

The picture changes for observables which are less inclusive in the invariant
mass of the reconstructed top quark (i.e., the (W+, Jb)-system), with the prime
example being of course the invariant mass itself, displayed in Figure 5. The first
feature one observes is that the NLO corrections are large, in particular below the
peak position. The origin of these is to a large extent the real corrections to the
top decay, confirmed by the fact that the NWA result mimics the shape of the
o↵-shell curve for M(W+, Jb) < mt. However, it is clear that the shapes of the

9

And indeed it does not

How well does the NWA work?
In general, the NWA works extremely well, as expected 

LO NLO

CMS [pb] 4.184(1)+8.5%
�12.3% 4.115(5)+0.5%

+4.6%

NWA [pb] 4.223(1)+8.8%
�12.2% 4.138(1)+0.9%

+2.6%

%di↵ +0.9 +0.6

ET [pb] 4.154(1)+8.8%
�12.2% 4.074(1)+0.3%

+4.0%

%di↵ -0.7 -1.0

Table 3: LHC (8 TeV) cross sections for the process defined via the analysis of Table 1, at LO
and NLO for the o↵-shell (CMS), NWA and ET computations. Numbers in brackets are Monte
Carlo integration uncertainties whilst the percentages indicate scale uncertainties. ‘%di↵’ is the
% di↵erence to the CMS results.

Figure 4: Transverse momentum of light jet, pT (Jlight).

highlight here is the small di↵erence, O(1-2%), between the three approaches,
consistent with our expectation that it be parametrically suppressed in the NWA
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Figure 6: Transverse momentum of b-jet relative to flight of top quark, in reconstructed top
quark rest frame, pT (Jb)rel.t.
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In this letter we have performed the computation of NLO QCD corrections
to EW t-channel W+bj production. The calculation, carried out within the
aMC@NLO framework, was done making use of the complex-mass scheme, and
retains the full o↵-shell and interference e↵ects at NLO. In addition we have
compared our results with those obtained with the NWA and ET approaches.
We conclude that, at least in the case of the top quark, it is incorrect to claim
that the NWA is an excellent approximation universally. While the NWA gives a
good description of many observables, it fails dramatically for others, in partic-
ular those sensitive to the invariant mass of the (W+, Jb)-system. On the other
hand, we find that the predictions of the ET approach are much closer to those
of the full NLO QCD results. These two facts combined imply that for certain
observables o↵-shell e↵ects are much more relevant for a correct description of the
final-state kinematics, than NLO corrections to the top-quark decay alone (which
include hard radiation o↵ the b quark). We feel that this is a general conclusion
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[Papanastasiou, Frederix, Frixione, Hirschi, Maltoni (2013)]



Quantum Mechanics
• Quantum mechanics allows us to 

ask about given initial states and 
measurable final states.

• The prompt top decay implies that 
we cannot really think of processes 
containing top separately from 
other EW ones.

• E.g.  WWbb  vs  Wt  vs  t t

• Resonant regions dominate, but as 
precision increases, interference 
cannot be neglected, particularly at 
higher orders.

Jan Winter
WbWb at NLO

WWbb̄ production at NLO in QCD
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Full calculation versus NWA
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(Also comments by 
Frank, Fabrizio)



WbWb @ NLO

• We can see the importance of 
these effects comparing a full 
WbWb treatment to one which 
treats the top quark decay as 
separated out.

• Distributions show differences, 
especially when the kinematics pull 
(at least one of) the tops off-shell.

• But there are also important impact 
on distributions such as Mlb, which 
impact some of the top mass 
measurements.

Jan Winter
WbWb at NLO

Full calculation versus NWA
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Scale uncertainties and themlb method
[HEINRICH, MAIER, NISIUS, SCHLENK, WINTER, ARXIV:1312.6659]
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This is Important
Jan Winter

WbWb at NLO

Scale uncertainties and themlb method
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• ∼ 1.9 GeV ∼ 0.5 GeV

• +0.6
−1.0 GeV ±0.2 GeV
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Mysteries Remain
• As tools and data improve, we can never 

stop validating our simulations.

• This is not just because we need to 
calibrate them to better accuracy, but 
because as we go to more advanced 
observables, we may find flaws in the 
existing technology or procedures.

• Our theory tools are sometimes 
missing physics.  Puzzles in secondary 
quantities is often how we realize this.

• Alex Mitov showed us an example where 
things do not seem to work quite as we 
hoped; despite the inclusive measurements 
of ttbar describing well 7 and 8 TeV data, 
the ratio seems off by more than the 
expected uncertainties.

Alex Mitov
MC Workshop Summary

An interesting observable also for top pairs and jets ?
[ANDERSEN, MAÎTRE, SMILLIE, WINTER; LES HOUCHES 2011 PROCEEDINGS]
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Workshop on top diff distributions                                                          Alexander Mitov                                                                   Cannes, 26 Sep 2014 

!  EW corrections: are they readily available and easy to include in th/exp analyses? 

•  Computed - yes, available  - not really, in a useful way – no. 
•  Can be redone nowadays, perhaps the only question is how to do that so it is useful to  

           combine with QCD and use in analyses. Feedback welcome. 

!  Ratios 7,8 and 13,14: specific ideas for what to compute and measure. With motivation please… 

•  Talk by J. Rojo: while x-section agree well (th/exp)  
     but the 8TeV/7TeV ratio is not that good. 

            Is the ratio (and its errors) taken correctly? 
            (Recall M. Czakon’s talk today). 
 
!  The role of top decay: when it matters (much)? 

•  By now we know well that in the bulk of distributions NWA is good. Tails and other special  
           kinemics regions need special attention (all NLO talks).  
           Multi-particle correlations can be affected, too. 

•  S. Prestel told us that when resonances are  
    decaying beyond NWA, showers can be tricky. 

 
•  J. Winter suggested a new variable  

           that might be useful in the context of tt+many jets.  
           So far studied only for W+jets # 

 Need for fully merged NLO samples 

Some specific discussions/outcomes 

14

 Compare theory predictions for the 8 TeV / 7 TeV ratio with the recent ATLAS measurement:

 Interestingly, the data seem to undershoot the theory prediction by 2-sigma, and the tension 
with AMB11 is enhanced (3 sigma). To be understood ...

 For the 14 TeV / 8 TeV ratio, 10% spread between different PDF sets: clear discrimination power, 
but needs dedicated measurements

 The cross-section ratios are essentially independent of the value of the top quark mass used

Juan Rojo                                                                                                                          Top Differential Workshop, Cannes, 27/09/2014
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Mysteries Remain
• Another quantity that was discussed 

several times at the workshop by many 
speakers was the PT distribution of the 
top quark in top pair production.

• Here, we seem to see a systematic shift 
between tools and data at the highest PTs.

• Is this a sign that at the highest PTs, we 
think about this process in a fundamentally 
flawed way?

• Is this “jets + ttbar” instead of “ttbar + 
jets”?

• Obviously this is something that needs to 
be understood as we go to higher energy 
and luminosity. Markus Seidel

Theory Systematics

tt̄ top-quark p
T

(mis)modeling

CMS sees softer top p

T

in data,
agreement with ATLAS at high p

T

Powheg+Herwig6 seems to agree with
data, rescaling of t, t̄, j momenta to
give virtuality to extra jet
[P. Nason, https://indico.cern.ch/event/301787]

Different reshuffling schemes
implemented in Herwig++ 2.7.1
Pythia8: dipole-recoil vs. global recoil
NNLO might be able to resolve
CMS short-term solution:
uncertainty from top p

T

reweighting
(similar approach at D0 for tt̄ p

T

)
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Systematics

• The theory systematics are not just a 
source of mystery, but also an opportunity.

• Top provides a place where precision 
measurements can improve inputs, which 
may have implications beyond top physics 
itself.

• For example, top observables may 
ultimately help improve the PDF fits to the 
gluon density at large(ish) x.

• This could be very helpful, e.g. in precision 
Higgs physics.

Markus Seidel
Theory Systematics
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PDF4LHC prescription: envelope of CT10, MSTW2008, NNPDF2.3,
including ↵

s

variations (±0.0012)
Occasionally used in insensitive analyses:
CT6/CT10 variations (+MSTW2008/NNPDF2.3 central values)
Point for discussion: one PDF set with all relevant uncertainties?
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Alex Mitov
MC Workshop Summary

Workshop on top diff distributions                                                          Alexander Mitov                                                                   Cannes, 26 Sep 2014 

!  My question regarding BSM: what physics can be done with high precision top physics that  
    cannot be done with, say, Madgraph?  

•  Example recent work on stealth stop 

•  In top physics we are well equipped to search for deviations from SM, not so much 
    to focus on specific searches. 
•  Specific models can be a guidance (talk by J. Santiago) but in my view they are 
    too ambiguous for our current level of precision and sophistication.  

 
!  Did not really talk about top mass – there was/is plenty of activity there… 

 
•  We can expect qualitative jump here only once we have NNLO differential production  
    with top decay. Until then we should focus on theory biases (measurements are fine). 

Some specific discussions/outcomes 

Juste, Mantry, Mitov, Penin, Skands, Varnes, Vos, Wimpenny ’13 
Moch, Weinzierl, Alekhin, Blümlein2, de la Cruz, Dittmaier, Dowling et al ‘14 

Czakon, Mitov, Papucci, Ruderman, Weiler ’14 
ATLAS ‘14 

!  Super fun session on PDF’s.  
•  Interesting problem: NLO x-section from sigmatot and sigmadiff differ substantially  
    (A. Sarkar).  
•  PDF’s might have outsize role in BSM searches  
    at large mass. Top data should help! 
•  Need absolute normalization of sigmadiff ! 
•  Ongoing work for fast software between PDF and  
     partonic calculations. 
•  There are noticeable deviations   #  
    between PDF groups in sigmadiff 

20 Juan Rojo                                                                                                                          Top Differential Workshop, Cannes, 27/09/2014



Observation Characterization

Inspiration

Once basic observations are under 
control, we want to characterize what 
these imply for fundamental properties.



What is Mt?
• The top mass, like any parameter in the 

Lagrangian, must be connected to 
observables through calculation.

• In the perturbative regime, this is a 
problem we can solve in perturbation 
theory.

• Monte Carlo involves low energy scales 
(hadronization), this introduces an 
uncertainty in matching what the MC 
means by Mt compared to any other 
definition.

• Since this part is modeled, and not 
under control, there are uncertainties of 
order GeV associated with it.

• Precision versus accuracy.

Andre Hoang
Top Mass Interpretation

CERN Theory Seminar, May 21, 2014 

Masses Loop-Theorists Like to use 

Total cross section (LHC/Tev): 

Threshold cross section (ILC): 

Inv. mass reconstruction (ILC/LHC): 

mMSR
t (R = mt) = mt(mt)

mMSR
t (R ⇠ �t) , mjet

t (R)

mMSR
t (R ⇠ 20 GeV) , m1S

t , mPS
t (R)

Langenfeld, Moch, Uwer 

Fleming, AH, Mantry, Stewart  

Beneke, AH, Melnikov, Nagano, 
Penin, Pivovarov, Teubner, Signer, 
Smirnov, Sumino, Yakovlev, 
Yeklkovski   

•  more inclusive 
•  sensitive to top production 

mechanism (pdf, hard scale) 
•  indirect top mass sensitivity 
•  large scale radiative corrections 

•  more exclusive 
•  sensitive to top final state 

interactions (low scale) 
•  direct top mass sensitivity 
•  small scale radiative corrections 

Mt = M (O)
t + Mt(0)↵s + . . .

Mt = M (O)

t + hp
Bohr

i↵s + . . .

Mt = M (O)
t + �t↵s + . . .

hp
Bohr

i = 20 GeV

�t = 1.3 GeV

Mass schemes 
related to different 

computational 
methods  

Relations 
computable in 
perturbation 

theory 

CERN Theory Seminar, May 21, 2014 

Heavy Quark Mass in the MC 

•  What is the top quark is not controlled 
by perturbation theory at momentum 
scales below Λs= 1 GeV 

•  Hadronization model affects the 
interpretation of the MC top mass 

MC mass has features similar to 
the mass of a Top-meson. 

mMC
t = mquark

t + �

Scheme-dependent 

~ O(1 GeV) 

= mMSR
t (R) + �MSR(R)

We use knowledge from B-meson 
physics. R = 1� 3 GeVSuitable scales: 



What is Mt?

• Andre proposes to determine the meaning of the mass inside a Monte Carlo 
program.

• To begin with, he examines the bottom mass in e+e- collisions, as an easier 
but obviously related problem.

• He performs his own computation of the kinematics of the process using 
SCET, and compares with MC to see where they match.

Andre Hoang
Top Mass Interpretation

CERN Theory Seminar, May 21, 2014 

MC vs. SCET: Primary Bottom Production 
Preliminary !!  (No fit yet) 

⌦1 = 0.276 GeV↵s(MZ) = 0.1192mb(mb) = 3.7, 4.2, 4.7 GeV

Q=16 GeV 
 

Q=24 GeV 
 

Q=48 GeV 
 

Q=91.187 GeV 
 



Inclusive Higgs production @LHC1

Higgs rates are only sensitive to ܿ௧ଶ + ଽ
ସ ܿ௧

ଶ, except for ݄ ՜ ߛߛ
whose top/W interference disfavors ܿ௧ < 0

Ellis et al., ‘14
Brod-Haisch-Zupan, ‘13

� CP-odd term | ܿ௧|  0.5

(e-EDM Barr-Zee diagram:
| ܿ௧|  0.01 )

� if ܿ௧ = 0, indirect evidence
for ܿ௧ ൎ 1

BUT, be careful, it assumes 
no other states, e.g. top partners

18

Top Yukawa Coupling
• The top Yukawa coupling is a 

fundamental quantity that has 
great importance in both the SM 
and theories going beyond it.

• Nominally the inclusive Higgs 
production tests its value, but 
this is degenerate with other 
quantities such as an intrinsic 
coupling mediated by new heavy 
particles.

• There is plenty of room for 
surprises, and the obvious way 
to access this coupling directly is 
to access direct probes such as 
ttbar+H or single top + H.

Cedric Delaunay
ttH Theory

Falkowski et al. ’12
latest results from Belúsca-Maïto RPP2014

ܿ௧
ܿ 

( ܿ௧ = 0)

20

Cleanest probe of ܿ௧:  ՜ ݐݐ + ݄
� tree-level dominated, not polluted by partner loops

but rare events + large backgrounds

ȁ challenging channel @LHC

( )
௧ᇲ՜௧ݎܤ ൎ 25%

SM : ߪ௧௧଼ୣ ൎ 127fb

on-shell partner :
௧௧଼ୣߪߜ <  10fb *

݉௧ᇲ > 600GeV

*estimated from:
DeSimone-Matsedonskyi-Rattazzi-Wulzer, ‘1228

NB: Our determination 
of the Higgs as a “CP 
even scalar” in no way 
prevents the pseudo-
scalar coupling of this 

type.



Top Yukawa Coupling
• The prospects for ttH are 

excellent.  O(10%) 
measurements are eventually 
possible.

• There are also prospects for the 
inclusive Higgs channel in the 
very boosted regime.  This 
resolves the top quark loop.  
Once it no longer looks point-
like, it can be kinematically 
distinguished from contributions 
by heavier colored particles such 
as top partners.

Cedric Delaunay
ttH Theory

௧௧ଵସୣߪ ൎ 4.6 × ௧௧଼ୣߪ

ଵସୣߪ) ൎ 2.6 × (଼ୣߪ

v

arXiv:1307.7292 ȟܿ௧/ܿ௧ ൎ 10% by ~2030

v

(ILC: ~5%)30

+

Grojean-Salvioni-Schlaffer-Weiler ’13
see also Banfi-Martin-Sanz ’13

Very boosted Higgs production:

requiring ୌ୧ୱ் > ݉୲୭୮ resolves the top loop
and lift up the degeneracy w/ partners

3ab-I@LHCI4
pT>650GeV

ܿ௧

ܿ 

ȟܿ௧/ܿ௧ ൎ 20%
same ballpark as tt+h channel

33



Effective Lagrangians
• Effective Lagrangians are powerful 

ways to capture new physics effects 
when the particles that mediate 
them are heavy, above the energies 
we probe.

• In a top decay, that energy is the top 
mass.  In a production process, it is 
usually larger.

• Cen wrote down several complete 
sets of  “dimension six” operators 
that were both flavor-violating and 
flavor conserving.

• He demonstrated that at higher 
order, the operators bleed into one 
another, and mix. Cen Zhang

New Physics in Top Couplings

FCNC couplings

Operator mixing in FCNC sector
Mixing between color-dipole and Yukawa

Scale corresponds to the change from mt to 2 TeV.

Operators

O(13)
uG = yt gs(q̄�

µ⌫T At)'̃GA
µ⌫

O(13)
uW = yt gW (q̄�µ⌫⌧ I t)'̃W I
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O(13)
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Effective Lagrangians
• Work makes predictions for new 

physics processes based on these 
observables including QCD 
corrections.

• To be general, a complete set of 
dimension six operators 
consistent with symmetries should 
be considered.

• A set of operators constrains 
linear combinations of the new 
physics coefficients.

• Any ultraviolet theory will predict 
patterns in these coefficients, and 
one starts to see how to map a 
discovery onto UV theories based 
on which ones are observed. Cen Zhang

New Physics in Top Couplings

FCNC couplings

FCNC production at NLO

Results for pp ! t� and pp ! th at NLO+PS: pT distribution for top (⇤=1 TeV)
Left: pp ! t�
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FCNC couplings

Global limits

In the case of FCNC, one observable can constrain several combinations of operator
coefficients.

Result (with ⇤ = 1 TeV)

Global fit for FCNC operators

0 1 2 3 4

»CufH13 L»,»CufH31 L»
»CuWH13 L»,»CuWH31 L»
»CuBH13 L»,»CuBH31 L»

»CfuH1+3L»,»CfqH- ,1+3L»
»CuGH13 L»,»CuGH31 L»

Blue: set other coefficients to zero. Red: float other coefficients.

Cen Zhang (CP3) Top Couplings 2 Oct 35

Λ = 1 TeV



Observation Characterization

Inspiration

Once we know what we would like to measure, it suggests 
new ways to extract interesting information.



FB Asymmetry

• One that has attracted a lot of 
attention in the recent years is the 
forward-backward asymmetry of 
the top quark at the Tevatron.

• This measurement, like the related 
charge asymmetry at the LHC, is a 
subtle probe of new physics that 
might otherwise hide.

Michael Czakon
T Tbar Production
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Differential tt @ NNLO

• The observable is only non-zero at NLO (in the inclusive calculation).

• The new NNLO computations, together with further combined 
measurements from the Tevatron, are essentially compatible.

• Not good news for new physics, but very good news in terms of our 
understanding of top!

Michael Czakon
T Tbar Production

Our#contribu)on#at#NNLO#

"  #NLO,#NNLO$:#exact#numerator#and#denominator#(see#previous#slide)#
"  #nlo,#nnlo$:#expanded#in#powers#of#aS#

Czakon,#Fiedler,#Mitov,#preliminary#
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or alternatively, by expanding the ratio eq. (1) in pow-
ers of ↵S . 2 Provisionally allowing for EW corrections,
Eq. (1) can schematically be written 3 as

A
FB

⌘ New + ↵3

SN3

+ ↵4
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↵2

SD2

✓
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↵SD3

D
2

◆
. (5)

The parameter  above controls the perturbative accu-
racy of A

FB

, i.e. it switches between NLO ( = 0 with
NLO pdf set) and NNLO ( = 1 with NNLO pdf set)
QCD corrections (i.e. LO and NLO corrections to A

FB

).
In this work we compute the di↵erential asymmetries

based on the unexpended definition (4) and without in-
cluding EW corrections. For the inclusive asymmetry,
however, we utilise both definitions (4,5) and also include
EW corrections. We do not include EW corrections to
the denominators Di since EW e↵ects to the total cross-
section are very small O(1%), see e.g. Ref. [52]. The nu-
merator New for the inclusive asymmetry A

FB

is taken
from Table 2 in Ref. [26]. We have checked that the e↵ect
of the di↵erent pdf and mt value used in Ref. [26] have
negligible e↵ect on the QCD numerator N

3

and so we
expect the same to hold for New. The factor New is com-
puted in Ref. [26] only for µR = µF . Therefore, only for
the inclusive asymmetry, we compute the scale variation
by always keeping µR = µF . We also note that the scale
variation of A

FB

is derived from the consistent scale vari-
ation of the ratio, i.e. both numerator and denominator
in eqs. (4,5) are computed for each scale value.

The results for the inclusive asymmetry are given in
fig. 1. The rapidity dependence of A

FB

and of the corre-
sponding di↵erential distribution, are given in fig. 2. The
Mt¯t and PT,t¯t dependence is shown, respectively, in fig. 3
and fig. 4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

- The corrections to the PT,t¯t asymmetry, fig. 4, are
almost PT,t¯t independent - in line with what was already
observed by CDF and with the likeliest colour structure
of the expected contributions [31].

-A
FB

(P
T,t¯t) indicates that the large corrections to the

inclusive A
FB

are from events with emissions with PT >

2

Such an expansion is not, strictly speaking, fully consistent since

the ↵S expansion is performed after convolution with pdf’s. Nev-

ertheless, following the existing literature, we consider it as an

indication of the sensitivity of A

FB

to missing higher order terms.

3

The term New contains some terms that involve powers of ↵S .

We ignore this ↵S-dependence in the power counting in eq. (5).
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FIG. 1: The inclusive asymmetry in pure QCD (black) and
QCD+EW (red). Computed at NLO and NNLO. Capital let-
ters (NLO, NNLO) correspond to the unexpanded definition
(4), while small letters (nlo, nnlo) to the definition (5). Sce-
nario 11 is derived by setting  = 0 in the term ⇠ New in (5).
The CDF/D0 (naive) average is from Ref. [27]. Error bands
are from scale variation only.

10GeV. The relative size of the corrections is in line with
tt̄j.
- Say something about statistical errors.
- explain the accidentally small scale error for the ex-

panded definition (5) of A
FB

.
- At the end it is not clear what A

FB

has to do with
BSM since it is really a non-perturbative physics and
measures the asymmetry in the proton valence pdf’s. In
this sense A

FB

is the dual e↵ect of the perturbative gen-
eration of strange asymmetry [43]; indeed the diagrams
are exactly the same (compare fig. 1 from Ref. [43] with
fig.3a of Ref. [2]), up to crossing legs from the initial to
the final state and setting to zero the top mass which
plays no essential role anyway. It is curious to remem-
ber the crucial role this generated asymmetry played in
clarifying the so-called NuTeV anomaly. Finally, in the

absence of other predictions, our results can serve as an
indication that yet higher loop corrections to the split-
ting functions may be anticipated to bring substantial
corrections to the perturbatively generated strange (or
b, c, t) asymmetry in the proton.
- We note that the unexpanded definition (4) more-

closely resembles the experimental measurements and is,
likely, better justified. Detailed comparison between the
two definitions is given below.

We thank Dante Amidei, Tom Ferbel, Amnon Harel,
Regina Demina and Jon Wilson for clarifications about
the experimental results. We also thank S. Dittmaier for
kindly providing us with his code for the evaluation of
the one-loop virtual corrections. The work of M. C. and
P. F. was supported by the German Research Founda-



Top Polarization
• The electroweak decay provides 

an opportunity: (in the SM), top 
quarks “analyze their own 
polarization information”.

• Three observables are related to 
the expectation of the top spin 
along three axes.

• At the Tevatron, this is relatively 
easy to do, because the 
asymmetric beams provide a 
natural axis to decompose the 
information.

JA Aguilar Saavedra
Top Properties

Top pair production at Tevatron
The x direction can be taken in the plane spanned by the top quark 
momentum and the proton, in CM frame. The y direction is perpendicular 
to that plane.

ẑ =
~pt
|~pt|

ŷ =
~pt ⇥ ~pp
|~pt ⇥ ~pp|

x̂ = ŷ ⇥ ẑ

15/31

( )M. Acciarri et al.rPhysics Letters B 426 1998 207–216 211

Weak dipole moments produce asymmetries in
the azimuthal angular distributions of the t charged
decay products in a coordinate system defined by the
t direction of flight and the electron beam. We can
measure these asymmetries in the channels eqey™

q y q yZ™t t ™h n h n , where h is a p or a r,t t

since it is possible to reconstruct the t flight direc-
tion, up to a twofold ambiguity, for these final states
w x5 .
In this paper we present measurements of the

weak anomalous magnetic and weak electric dipole
moments of the t lepton. The weak electric dipole
moment, dw, has been measured previously in othert

w xexperiments 6,7 . This is the first direct measure-
ment of the weak anomalous magnetic moment, aw.t

2. Method of the measurement

In analogy with the electromagnetic dipole mo-
ments, the weak dipole moments aw and dw aret t

introduced using the following effective Lagrangian
w x8 :

i 1 eawteff w mn mnLL sy d cs g cZ q cs cZint t 5 mn mn2 2 2mt

1Ž .

with Z sE Z yE Z .mn m n n m

The cross section for eqey™Z™tqty, divided
Ž 0.in a spin-independent s and a spin-dependent

Ž S. w xpart s , can be written 1,8 :

ds ds 0 ds S

s q . 2Ž .
y y ydV dV dVt t t

The spin-dependent part reads:

ds S a 2b
s 3 3 2

ydV 128sin u cos u Gt W W Z

= s qs X q s ys YŽ . Ž ." yy q q y q yx

q s qs Y q s qs Z . 3Ž . Ž . Ž .4yy q q y q qz

Here s is the spin vector of the t " in its rest"

frame, a is the fine structure constant, G is the ZZ
width, gsm r2m where m is the mass of the ZZ t Z

2(and m is the mass of the t , bs 1y 1rg andŽ .t

u is the weak mixing angle. The coefficients X ,W q
Y , Y and Z are given by:y q q

2 2 2
y yX sg sinu y 2 g q g qg bcosu" Ž .q A t V V A t

=
gV

g sinu cosuW W
2 2 2 2

yq2g 2 g 2yb q g qg bcosuŽ . Ž .V V A t

=Re aw ; 4Ž .Ž . 4t

2 2 2
y yY s2 g gb sinu 2 g q g qg bcosuŽ .y A t V V A t

=
2m Re dwŽ .t t ; 5Ž .

e
2 2 2

y yY sy2 g gb sinu 2 g q g qg bcosuŽ .q V t A V A t

=Im aw ; 6Ž .Ž .t
g gV A 2 2 2

yZ sy g qg b 1qcos uŽ . Ž .q V A tsinu cosuW W
2 2 2 2

y yq2 g qb g cosu q2 g 4g cosuŽ .V A t A V t

2 2 2 w
yq g qg b 1qcos u Re a , 7Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .V A t t

where g and g are the neutral current vector andV A
axial-vector coupling constants, respectively and e is
the positron charge. The imaginary part of dw is nott

w xconsidered 9 .
Ž .In the coordinate system of Fig. 1 Eq. 3 can be

w xrewritten 1,8 :
S q y q yds t t ™h n h nŽ .t t

y "d cosu dfŽ .t h

a 2bp
s 3 3 2128sin u cos u GW W Z

=a " .X cosf "q Y .Y sinf " ,Ž .Ž .h q h y q h

8Ž .
where f is the azimuthal angle of the hadron andh

Fig. 1. Reference system used in this analysis. The z axis points
in the t flight direction and the x axis is fixed by the plane
containing the t and the electron flight directions.

The transverse and normal polarisations provide independent probes for 
new physics.

Example: Px and Pz for new colour octet M = 250 GeV with reasonable 
couplings to generate a FB asymmetry at Tevatron.
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stat uncertainty
CDF l+jets



Possible solutions to yield non-zero Px and Py :

Include sign(cos θ) in the definition of observables. In other words: 
integral in forward - integral in backward

Select among protons based on the momentum of the top pair in the 
LAB frame [try to guess the quark direction]

Baumgart & Tweedie ’13; JAAS ’14

Bernreuther, Brandenburg & Uwer ’95 …  Bernreuther & SI ’13
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Top Polarization
• At the LHC, this handle does not 

exist, but that doesn’t ruin the 
opportunity.

• Carefully chosen observables can 
improve the purity of the qqbar 
initial state and correlate with 
the direction of quark vs anti-
quark.

• These are very interesting tools 
to look for new physics, measure 
properties and further refine 
future discoveries in other 
observables.

JA Aguilar Saavedra
Top Properties

Since the interactions mediating              do not really care where Saint-
Genis is, we have [differentially]

qq̄ ! tt̄

P
x

(✓) = �P
x

0(⇡ � ✓)

P
y

(✓) = �P
y

0(⇡ � ✓)

P
z

(✓) = P
z

0(⇡ � ✓)

so that Px and Py vanish after integration over θ.

note that “longitudinal” and 
“transverse” depend on θ!

From Tevatron to LHC
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[1] Px = 0.0021
[2] Px = 0.0106 [0.0186]
[3] Px = 0.0212

Tevatron

[1] include sign(cos θ)
[2] select proton by pz [true proton]
[3] select proton by pz and β > 0.6 

LHC 8

Main penalty: large gg fraction

light R

Pz = 0.0126
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A Different Process?

• A process with extra ISR, such as ttbar + photon, could enhance the 
contribution from the qqbar initial state, and improve the prospects.

JA Aguilar Saavedra
Top Properties

Photon handle for polarisation?
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ΔPz (stat) = 0.02  1.5 × sensitivity

ΔPz (stat) = 0.09   same sensitivity

ΔPz (sys) = 0.037

tt̄ 7 TeV

tt̄� 8 TeV

tt̄� 14 TeV 100 fb�1
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Observation Characterization

Exploration

Inspiration

Our ultimate goal is 
physics beyond the SM!



Extreme tt

• An obvious place to explore is top 
quarks under “extreme conditions”.

• For example, at large invariant 
mass, top quarks may reveal new 
particles that like to decay into 
them as resonances.

• Obviously, a starting point is to have 
tools we can trust to predict these 
extreme kinematics.

• Do our existing tools work, 
ready to be extrapolated, or do 
we need further refinements?

Michael Czakon
T Tbar Production

LHC#@#7TeV#
Czakon,#Fiedler,#Mitov,#very#preliminary#
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Boosted Tops
• If new physics is heavy, decays could 

produce top quarks with very large 
energies.

• Such boosted tops decay have 
collimated decay products, which 
may not appear as distinct objects 
to standard analysis.

• Boosted techniques try to 
reconstruct the results of boosted 
tops (objects), and then detect the 
signs that they really contain 
multiple hard decay products 
corresponding to the bottom and 
W.

Mihailo Backovic
Boosted Top Theory

M. Backović

Why boosted tops ?
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III. RESULTS

We proceed to discuss the main results of the paper. The signal events at a
p

s = 14 TeV pp collider are
characterised by four distinctive features:

1. A single, high energy forward jet.

2. One boosted t or one boosted W (MX5/3/B & 1 TeV), as can be seen in Fig. 4 .

3. One hard (pT > 100 GeV) lepton, resulting from a top or W decay.

4. Two b jets, one of which can be a part of a top fat jet.

Fig. 4 shows the features of the signal and background fat jet pT spectrum. The pT distribution of background
events is characterised by a steep decline as a function of transverse momentum. Conversely, the signal distributions
tend to peak at roughly ⇠ MX5/3/B/2, with the PDF broadning e↵ects becoming significant at high MX5/3/B , as the
partner becomes more likely to be produced o↵-shell.
As we will demonstrate in the following sections, our event selection based on the unique single X

5/3/B event
topology, combined with boosted jet techniques, b-tagging and forward jet tagging can achieve sensitivity to X

5/3/B
top partners over a wide range of model parameters at the 14 TeV run of the LHC. We further argue that our results
are comparable and in some cases superior to the same sign di-lepton searches, with an additional advantage that our
method allows for the reconstruction of the resonance.
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Figure 4: Distribution of the hardest fat jet pT . Left panel shows the signal distributions for various masses of MX5/3/B , while
we show the backgrounds on the right panel. All plots are normalised to unit area.

In Section IIA we pointed out that at large MX5/3/B we expect the X
5/3 top partner and the B to be nearly

mass degenerate if the left hand yukawa coupling is not too large, a fact which has significant implications on the
phenomenology of the heavy top partners and highlights a key advantage of our method over the same sign di-lepton
searches. Since we do not consider the charge of the leptons as a part of the selection, the fact that the mass splitting
between X

5/3 and B is small means that our search is sensitive to both channels, e↵ectively doubling the signal cross
section. Conversely, requiring a presence of two same sign leptons would essentially veto the B production, as the B
partner decays to a top and W of the opposite charge. In the following sections we will consider the production of
top partners both individually and under the assumption they are mass degenerate where relevant.

Heavy NP states decay to boosted SM 
particles.
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D. Single Production Cross Section - Same Sign Di-leptons vs. Lepton-Jet Final States

In addition to very interesting event topology, the single X
5/3/B production is also interesting because at high

enough MX5/3/B it becomes the dominant production mode. The kinematics of singly produced X
5/3/B events

are mostly determined by two parameters: MX5/3/B and �X5/3/B (modulo e↵ects of spin correlations), while the
production cross section is subject to many other model parameters. Here we are not interested in details of models
but in general features of tt̄Wj event topologies and will hence leave the production cross section as a free parameter.
We consider a range of MX5/3/B , while keeping the width �(X

5/3/B) ⇠ 15 � 20% of MX5/3/B . Keeping the cross
section a free parameter has an additional benefit of presenting the analysis in a model independent fashion and being
able to apply our results to other new physics searches in the tt̄Wj channel.

In order to determine the “reasonable range” of cross sections, we consider several combinations of model parameters
in a general partially composite model. We do not make any assumptions about the mass hierarchy in the model (e.g.
we do not only consider the decoupling limit of M

1

� M
4

), while we make sure that each model parameter point
reproduces the correct mt.

The current limits of X
5/3/B partners place MX5/3/B & 1 TeV. Hence, if X

5/3/B is to be found during the future
runs of the LHC, it will be found almost exclusively in the events containing at least one boosted top quark and one
boosted W . Previous searches for X

5/3/B partners focused mostly on the same sign di-lepton searches, due to the
extremely clean signal, but at a cost of the signal rate. Compared to the inclusive single X

5/3/B production, the
signal rate is diminished by the branching ratio of W decays to leptons, resulting in

�
2l = �

tot

⇥ Br(W ! l⌫)2 = �
tot

⇥ (2/9)2 ⇠ 0.05�
tot

,

where �
tot

is the inclusive X
5/3/B single production cross section. In addition, we checked that the geometric

acceptance (i.e. |⌘l| < 2.5) for two leptons in a same sign di-lepton final state is 50%, implying that the total same
sign di-lepton cross section is at least a factor of 2 smaller after the event selections. Instead, here we propose to
search for top partners in channels which contain at least one lepton and a fat jet. Fig. 3 shows an example diagram of
singly produced X

5/3/B, including the decay modes, where we take the initial state radiated top to decay inclusively.
Compared to the same sign di-lepton searches, the starting signal cross section in our search strategy is

�⇤ = �
tot

⇥ 2⇥ Br(W ! l⌫)⇥ Br(W ! jj) = �
tot

⇥ 2⇥ (2/9)⇥ (2/3) = 6�
2l ,

if we consider both the top and the W decaying hadronically (but not simultaneously). Note that the signal cross
section is increased roughly by an additional factor of two for high MX5/3/B , where we expect X

5/3 and B to be nearly
mass degenerate. The same sign di-lepton cross section, however, remains the same at high MX5/3/B , as the top and
the W from the B decay are of the opposite charge
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Figure 3: Single production of top partners with decay channels. We consider events characterised by a boosted tW system in
the case of X

5/3/B, as denoted by the ovals, in addition to a high energy forward jet and a top. Notice that the only di↵erence
in the X

5/3 production and B production is the sign of the decay products’ charges. We consider inclusive decays of the initial
state radiated top.

Kaluza Klein Gluons

Partially Composite 
Top Partners

pT ⇠ M

2

GKK

M. Backović

Boosted top tagging/measuring 
comes with it’s own set of difficulties:

Top decay (roughly) at rest: 
• Decay products isolated 
• Possible combinatorial issues

Boosted top decay: 
• Typically needs large jet cone 
• Pileup effects more prominent! 
• Simpler combinatorics. 
• Backgrounds could be trickier!

 Issues also with leptonically decaying boosted tops  
(See Emanuelle’s talk)***

 r = 0.4 won’t work "
(unless enormous boost) 

Typically cluster with R  1.0~



Boosted Strategies

• There are many strategies, and 
work is ongoing to understand how 
they all fit together.

• Mihailo also discussed sensitivity to 
pile-up, etc.

Mihailo Backovic
Boosted Top Theory

M. Backović

You can look at the clustering 
history…"

!
!
!
!

… and find features characteristic of 
top decays (d12, mass drop…)

Look for number of “prongs”. 
(Essentially a clustering algorithm)"

!
N-subjetiness tags tops by 

considering ratios of “likelihood 
estimates” that a jet is 2 or a 3 prong."
(Not intrinsically IR safe, but useful!)

“3-jettiness” - divide the jet into three regions

“2-jettiness” - divide the jet into two regions⌧2
⌧3

A few heuristic examples…

M. Backović

You can look at the "
clustering history…"

!
Utilize the differences (between top 
and other decays) in the in the last 

few steps of clustering."
!

d12 (ATLAS tagger),  
mass drop, … 

See also Emanuele’s talk 
A few heuristic examples…

M. Backović

You can look at the clustering 
history…"

!
!
!
!

… and find features characteristic of 
top decays (d12, mass drop…)

Look for number of “prongs”. 
(Essentially an image processing 

problem. )"
!

N-subjetiness tags tops by 
considering ratios of “likelihood 

estimates” that a jet is 2 or a 3 prong."
(Not intrinsically IR safe, but useful!)

Try to match jet energy dist. to a 
parton structure of top decay 
products (TemplateTagger)."

!
1. Construct 3 partonic 4-momenta by 

requiring that they reco. the top (and 
the underlying W) - “Template”"

!
2. Compare the jet dist. to the 

template by finding thedifference 
between energy of each parton and the 
energy deposited in the calorimeter in a 

small cone around the patrons"
!

3. Try all kinematically allowed combos.  
!
!

4.        Mininize the difference in the 
parton energies and energy deposited in 
cones around patrons over all possible 

combinations - “overlap”  

A few heuristic examples…



Top in SUSY Decays

• Due to the stop’s role in determining 
which SUSY theories are natural, 
many SUSY theories produce particles 
which like to decay into top quarks.

• Many signatures are possible, some 
involving missing transverse 
momentum (if R-parity is conserved) 
or not (if not).

• We like theories with R-parity 
because of dark matter, but this could 
be a red herring and R-parity has 
nothing to do with SUSY’s answer to 
the hierarchy problem.

Yevgeny Kats
Top and SUSY

t ~ t 

SUSY counterpart 
of gauge interaction 

Example with stop pair production 
 
 
overall: 
 
Example with gluino pair production 
 
 
overall: 

Example without real tops 
 
 
overall: Different      channels 

are affected differently! 

SUSY gives tops in return 

(or   ) 

~ 

gaugino 

Light stops with top-like final states 
Example:  decay to massless gravitino (gauge mediation) 

overall: 

ATLAS top 
partner search 

ATLAS xsec 
DIL, pre-tag 

projections for 300 pb-1 

CDF xsec 
DIL, pre-tag 

D0 stop 
search 

CDF stop search 
b-tagged 

CDF stop search 
with mass 

reconstruction 

YK and Shih 
JHEP 08 (2011) 049 



Degenerate Stops

• A recent study attempts to use the top cross section measurement to put a 
bound on stops.

• Given the complicated way the cross section is extracted, there may be 
corrections to the theorist-derived results; it would be great for the 
experiments to do this themselves.

Yevgeny Kats
Top and SUSY

Czakon, Mitov, Papucci, Ruderman, Weiler, arXiv:1407.1043 

Most recent updates 

Czakon, Mitov, Papucci, Ruderman, Weiler, arXiv:1407.1043 

Light stops with top-like final states 

In case top mass 
measurement is 
affected by stop 
contamination… 

Using NNLO + NNLL theory cross section 
 
and CMS dilepton channel (2.3/fb at 7 TeV) 
 
 

CMS Collaboration, JHEP 1211, 067 (2012) 

Czakon, Fiedler, Mitov, PRL 110, 252004 (2013) 



Top as a Tool
• Yevgeny also told us about a 

very interesting idea to 
measure the polarization of b 
quarks.

• The idea rests of looking at Λb 
baryons, which preserve the 
parent b polarization to good 
approximation.

• Calibrating this technique 
requires a source of polarized 
b’s.

• Top decays provide one very 
naturally!

Yevgeny Kats
Top and SUSY

Measurement of b-quark polarization 

b  sample contaminated 
by 

1/2 
1 

1/2 0 

b qq 
b spin oscillates 
during lifetime 

b spin preserved 
during lifetime 

chromomagnetic 
moment 

b spin preserved 
during hadronization 

Fragmentation  fraction  into  baryons  ≈  10% 
(Mesons  don’t  contribute  because  the  lightest  are  scalars) 

 Despite hadronization, bottom baryons partly retain polarization. 
Falk and Peskin, PRD 49, 3320 (1994) 



Mono Top
• Qing-Hong told us about signals 

producing a single top quark together 
with missing momentum.

• This “mono-top” signature probes 
theories where there are new neutral 
scalars with flavor-violating interactions 
or which decay to a top and an invisible 
particle.

• In these cases, the particles are unlikely 
to be dark matter, but this is still an 
interesting signal of e.g. R-parity 
violating SUSY via single-stop 
production.

Qing-Hong Cao
Top and Exotic Models

Mono Top Quark Production
(R-parity violating SUSY inspired)

Andrea, Fuks, Maltoni, 1106.6199 
Wang, Li, Shao, Zhang, 1109.5963
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FIG. 7: Feynman diagrams for the monotop production.

which are shown in Fig. 7. The symbol b and j denote a b-tagged jet and light quark

or gluon jet, respectively, and l refers to the first two generation charged leptons, i.e., e

and µ. We define the process with top hadronic decay as hadronic mode, while the one

with top semileptonic decay as semileptonic mode. The hadronic mode suffers from fewer

backgrounds in the SM than the semileptonic mode because of the smaller phase space due

to more particles in the final states. This mode has been studied in Ref. [11] where they

assume the branching fraction R(φ → tχ̄) equal to one. However, this assumption is over

optimistic. From Eq. (26) we get the branching fraction R(φ → tχ̄),

R(φ → tχ̄) =
Γφ→tχ̄

Γφ→tχ̄ + Γφ→d̄s̄

=
1

1 + z
, (29)

with

z =
8(λ12

S )2

|a3S|2
m4

φ

(m2
φ −m2

t −m2
χ)λ

1/2(m2
φ, m

2
t , m2

χ)
. (30)

Here we assume that the decay widths Γφ→uχ̄ = Γφ→cχ̄ = 0. In the case of λ12
S = a3S =

0.2, mt = 173.1 GeV, mφ = 500 GeV and mχ = 50 GeV, we find Γφ→tχ̄ = 0.300 GeV,

Γφ→d̄s̄ = 3.183 GeV, and the branching fraction of φ → tχ̄ is just about 0.1. So, in this

work, we take into account the effect of both φ decay channels and below we will discuss

further the hadronic and leptonic modes in detail.

Before discussing the signal and backgrounds in detail, we first give some comments on

the parameter mχ. In the SUSY model, without the assumption of gaugino mass unification,

there is no general mass limit from e+e− colliders for the lightest neutralino [20]. The indirect

constraints from (g − 2)µ, b → sγ and B → µ+µ− show that the lightest neutralino mass

can be as low as about 6 GeV [36]. In our case, we choose the default value of mχ = 50 GeV

and discuss the effect on the discovery significance when varying mχ in the range 5 − 100
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χ

t
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t
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FIG. 1: Representative Feynman diagrams leading to mono-
top signatures, through the resonant exchange of a colored
scalar field S (left) and via a flavor-changing interaction with
a vector field V (right). In these two examples, the missing
energy is carried by the V and χ particles. More diagrams
with, for example, t-channel and s-channel exchanges for the
two type of processes respectively, are possible.

SU(3)c. As an example, consider the s-channel resonant
case

d̄id̄j → S or V → tχ ,

where dk denotes a down-type quark of generation k.
Such processes occur in R-parity-violating SUSY [5]
where, similarly to the case discussed in Ref. [6], the in-
termediate particle is a (possibly on shell) squark and
χ the lightest neutralino (d̄s̄ → ũi → tχ̃0

1, where ũi are
any of the up squarks), or in SU(5) theories where a vec-
tor leptoquark V decays into a top quark and a neutrino
(d̄d̄ → V → tν̄). The key difference between these two
examples is the mass of the invisible fermionic state in-
ducing different transverse-momentum (pT ) spectrum for
the top quark. In the limit of a very heavy resonance,
monotops can be seen as being produced through a
baryon number-violating effective interaction (d̄s̄ → tχ̄),
after having included the possible t- and u-channel ex-
changes of a heavy field [7, 8]. Let us note that the
fermionic particle could also be a Rarita-Schwinger field,
as in SUSY theories containing a spin-3/2 gravitino field,
or a multiparticle state (with a global half-integer spin),
as in hylogenesis scenarios for dark matter [9].
In the second class of models, the top quark is pro-

duced in association with a neutral bosonic state, either
long-lived or decaying invisibly, from quark-gluon initial
states undergoing a flavor-changing interaction, as dis-
cussed, e.g., in Ref. [10]. Missing energy consists either
in a two-fermion continuous state, as in R-parity conserv-
ing SUSY [11], or in a spin-0 (S), spin-1 (V ) or spin-2
(G) particle,

ug → ũiχ̃
0

1 → tχ̃0

1χ̃
0

1 , ug → tS , tV or tG .

EFFECTIVE THEORY FOR MONOTOPS

The top quark kinematic distributions depend both
on the partonic initial state and on the nature of the
undetected recoiling object (scalar, massive or massless

fermion, vector or tensor), as well as on the possible
presence of an intermediate resonant state. This sug-
gests a model-independent analysis where we account for
all cases within a single simplified theory, in the same
spirit as Ref. [12]. Assuming QCD interactions to be
flavor-conserving, as in the SM, the flavor-changing neu-
tral interactions are coming from the weak sector. We
denote by φ, χ and V the possible scalar, fermionic and
vectorial missing energy particles, respectively and by ϕ
and X scalar and vector fields lying in the fundamen-
tal representation of SU(3)c which could lead to res-
onant monotop production.1 In addition, we obtain a
simplified modeling of four-fermion interactions through
possible s, t, u exchanges of heavy scalar fields ϕ and ϕ̃.
The corresponding effective Lagrangian in terms of mass
eigenstates reads

L = LSM

+ φū
[

a0FC+b0FCγ5
]

u+Vµū
[

a1FCγ
µ+b1FCγ

µγ5
]

u

+εijkϕid̄
c
j

[

aqSR+bqSRγ5
]

dk+ϕiū
i
[

a1/2SR+b1/2SRγ5
]

χ

+εijkϕ̃id̄
c
j

[

ãqSR+ b̃qSRγ5
]

uk+ϕ̃id̄
i
[

ã1/2SR+ b̃1/2SRγ5
]

χ

+ εijkXµ,i d̄
c
j

[

aqV Rγ
µ + bqV Rγ

µγ5
]

dk

+Xµ,i ū
i
[

a1/2V Rγ
µ + b1/2V Rγ

µγ5
]

χ+ h.c.,

(1)

where the superscript c stands for charge conjugation,
i, j, k are color indices in the fundamental representation
and flavor indices are understood. The matrices (in fla-

vor space) a{0,1}FC and b{0,1}FC contain quark interactions
with the bosonic missing-energy particles φ and V , while

a1/2{S,V }R and b1/2{S,V }R are the interactions between up-type
quarks, the invisible fermion χ and the new colored states
ϕ and X . The latter also couple to down-type quarks
with a strength given by aq{S,V }R and bq{S,V }R. Because

of the symmetry properties of the εijk tensor, identical
quark couplings to the scalar field ϕ vanish and so do
their axial couplings to the vector field X . In the case
of four-fermion interactions, we also need to introduce

additional ãqSR, b̃
q
SR, ã

1/2
SR and b̃1/2SR interaction matrices,

assuming heavy masses for the ϕ and ϕ̃ fields.

1 For simplicity, we neglect spin-2 gravitons, as their flavor-
changing couplings are loop-induced and thus very small [13],
as well as any of their excitations, which, even if they have, on
the one hand, typically flavor-violating couplings at tree level, do
not lead, on the other hand, to a missing energy signature. On
the same footing, we do not consider spin-3/2 fields since their
couplings are, at least in SUSY theories, in general suppressed
by the SUSY-breaking scale.
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FIG. 11: The significance in the hadronic mode at the LHC (
√
s = 7 TeV) with an integrated

luminosity of 1 fb−1 versus the parameters λ12
S and a3S , assumingmφ = 500 GeV and mχ = 50 GeV.
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S = a3S) in the hadronic mode at the LHC

(
√
s = 7 TeV). Either band consists of twenty solid lines from the bottom up corresponding to the

value of mχ varying from 5 GeV to 100 GeV with a step of 5 GeV.

B. Semileptonic mode

For the semileptonic mode, the dominant backgrounds are pp → W (lν)j with the jet

misidentified as a b-jet and single top production with semileptonic top quark decay. The

Wj background is very large because there are only two final-state particles, compared with
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which are shown in Fig. 7. The symbol b and j denote a b-tagged jet and light quark

or gluon jet, respectively, and l refers to the first two generation charged leptons, i.e., e

and µ. We define the process with top hadronic decay as hadronic mode, while the one

with top semileptonic decay as semileptonic mode. The hadronic mode suffers from fewer

backgrounds in the SM than the semileptonic mode because of the smaller phase space due

to more particles in the final states. This mode has been studied in Ref. [11] where they

assume the branching fraction R(φ → tχ̄) equal to one. However, this assumption is over

optimistic. From Eq. (26) we get the branching fraction R(φ → tχ̄),

R(φ → tχ̄) =
Γφ→tχ̄

Γφ→tχ̄ + Γφ→d̄s̄

=
1

1 + z
, (29)

with

z =
8(λ12

S )2

|a3S|2
m4

φ

(m2
φ −m2

t −m2
χ)λ

1/2(m2
φ, m

2
t , m2

χ)
. (30)

Here we assume that the decay widths Γφ→uχ̄ = Γφ→cχ̄ = 0. In the case of λ12
S = a3S =

0.2, mt = 173.1 GeV, mφ = 500 GeV and mχ = 50 GeV, we find Γφ→tχ̄ = 0.300 GeV,

Γφ→d̄s̄ = 3.183 GeV, and the branching fraction of φ → tχ̄ is just about 0.1. So, in this

work, we take into account the effect of both φ decay channels and below we will discuss

further the hadronic and leptonic modes in detail.

Before discussing the signal and backgrounds in detail, we first give some comments on

the parameter mχ. In the SUSY model, without the assumption of gaugino mass unification,

there is no general mass limit from e+e− colliders for the lightest neutralino [20]. The indirect

constraints from (g − 2)µ, b → sγ and B → µ+µ− show that the lightest neutralino mass

can be as low as about 6 GeV [36]. In our case, we choose the default value of mχ = 50 GeV

and discuss the effect on the discovery significance when varying mχ in the range 5 − 100
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top signatures, through the resonant exchange of a colored
scalar field S (left) and via a flavor-changing interaction with
a vector field V (right). In these two examples, the missing
energy is carried by the V and χ particles. More diagrams
with, for example, t-channel and s-channel exchanges for the
two type of processes respectively, are possible.

SU(3)c. As an example, consider the s-channel resonant
case

d̄id̄j → S or V → tχ ,

where dk denotes a down-type quark of generation k.
Such processes occur in R-parity-violating SUSY [5]
where, similarly to the case discussed in Ref. [6], the in-
termediate particle is a (possibly on shell) squark and
χ the lightest neutralino (d̄s̄ → ũi → tχ̃0

1, where ũi are
any of the up squarks), or in SU(5) theories where a vec-
tor leptoquark V decays into a top quark and a neutrino
(d̄d̄ → V → tν̄). The key difference between these two
examples is the mass of the invisible fermionic state in-
ducing different transverse-momentum (pT ) spectrum for
the top quark. In the limit of a very heavy resonance,
monotops can be seen as being produced through a
baryon number-violating effective interaction (d̄s̄ → tχ̄),
after having included the possible t- and u-channel ex-
changes of a heavy field [7, 8]. Let us note that the
fermionic particle could also be a Rarita-Schwinger field,
as in SUSY theories containing a spin-3/2 gravitino field,
or a multiparticle state (with a global half-integer spin),
as in hylogenesis scenarios for dark matter [9].
In the second class of models, the top quark is pro-

duced in association with a neutral bosonic state, either
long-lived or decaying invisibly, from quark-gluon initial
states undergoing a flavor-changing interaction, as dis-
cussed, e.g., in Ref. [10]. Missing energy consists either
in a two-fermion continuous state, as in R-parity conserv-
ing SUSY [11], or in a spin-0 (S), spin-1 (V ) or spin-2
(G) particle,

ug → ũiχ̃
0

1 → tχ̃0

1χ̃
0

1 , ug → tS , tV or tG .

EFFECTIVE THEORY FOR MONOTOPS

The top quark kinematic distributions depend both
on the partonic initial state and on the nature of the
undetected recoiling object (scalar, massive or massless

fermion, vector or tensor), as well as on the possible
presence of an intermediate resonant state. This sug-
gests a model-independent analysis where we account for
all cases within a single simplified theory, in the same
spirit as Ref. [12]. Assuming QCD interactions to be
flavor-conserving, as in the SM, the flavor-changing neu-
tral interactions are coming from the weak sector. We
denote by φ, χ and V the possible scalar, fermionic and
vectorial missing energy particles, respectively and by ϕ
and X scalar and vector fields lying in the fundamen-
tal representation of SU(3)c which could lead to res-
onant monotop production.1 In addition, we obtain a
simplified modeling of four-fermion interactions through
possible s, t, u exchanges of heavy scalar fields ϕ and ϕ̃.
The corresponding effective Lagrangian in terms of mass
eigenstates reads

L = LSM

+ φū
[

a0FC+b0FCγ5
]

u+Vµū
[

a1FCγ
µ+b1FCγ

µγ5
]

u

+εijkϕid̄
c
j

[

aqSR+bqSRγ5
]

dk+ϕiū
i
[

a1/2SR+b1/2SRγ5
]

χ

+εijkϕ̃id̄
c
j

[

ãqSR+ b̃qSRγ5
]

uk+ϕ̃id̄
i
[

ã1/2SR+ b̃1/2SRγ5
]

χ

+ εijkXµ,i d̄
c
j

[

aqV Rγ
µ + bqV Rγ

µγ5
]

dk

+Xµ,i ū
i
[

a1/2V Rγ
µ + b1/2V Rγ

µγ5
]

χ+ h.c.,

(1)

where the superscript c stands for charge conjugation,
i, j, k are color indices in the fundamental representation
and flavor indices are understood. The matrices (in fla-

vor space) a{0,1}FC and b{0,1}FC contain quark interactions
with the bosonic missing-energy particles φ and V , while

a1/2{S,V }R and b1/2{S,V }R are the interactions between up-type
quarks, the invisible fermion χ and the new colored states
ϕ and X . The latter also couple to down-type quarks
with a strength given by aq{S,V }R and bq{S,V }R. Because

of the symmetry properties of the εijk tensor, identical
quark couplings to the scalar field ϕ vanish and so do
their axial couplings to the vector field X . In the case
of four-fermion interactions, we also need to introduce

additional ãqSR, b̃
q
SR, ã

1/2
SR and b̃1/2SR interaction matrices,

assuming heavy masses for the ϕ and ϕ̃ fields.

1 For simplicity, we neglect spin-2 gravitons, as their flavor-
changing couplings are loop-induced and thus very small [13],
as well as any of their excitations, which, even if they have, on
the one hand, typically flavor-violating couplings at tree level, do
not lead, on the other hand, to a missing energy signature. On
the same footing, we do not consider spin-3/2 fields since their
couplings are, at least in SUSY theories, in general suppressed
by the SUSY-breaking scale.
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B. Semileptonic mode

For the semileptonic mode, the dominant backgrounds are pp → W (lν)j with the jet

misidentified as a b-jet and single top production with semileptonic top quark decay. The

Wj background is very large because there are only two final-state particles, compared with
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which are shown in Fig. 7. The symbol b and j denote a b-tagged jet and light quark

or gluon jet, respectively, and l refers to the first two generation charged leptons, i.e., e

and µ. We define the process with top hadronic decay as hadronic mode, while the one

with top semileptonic decay as semileptonic mode. The hadronic mode suffers from fewer

backgrounds in the SM than the semileptonic mode because of the smaller phase space due

to more particles in the final states. This mode has been studied in Ref. [11] where they

assume the branching fraction R(φ → tχ̄) equal to one. However, this assumption is over

optimistic. From Eq. (26) we get the branching fraction R(φ → tχ̄),

R(φ → tχ̄) =
Γφ→tχ̄

Γφ→tχ̄ + Γφ→d̄s̄

=
1

1 + z
, (29)

with

z =
8(λ12
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. (30)

Here we assume that the decay widths Γφ→uχ̄ = Γφ→cχ̄ = 0. In the case of λ12
S = a3S =

0.2, mt = 173.1 GeV, mφ = 500 GeV and mχ = 50 GeV, we find Γφ→tχ̄ = 0.300 GeV,

Γφ→d̄s̄ = 3.183 GeV, and the branching fraction of φ → tχ̄ is just about 0.1. So, in this

work, we take into account the effect of both φ decay channels and below we will discuss

further the hadronic and leptonic modes in detail.

Before discussing the signal and backgrounds in detail, we first give some comments on

the parameter mχ. In the SUSY model, without the assumption of gaugino mass unification,

there is no general mass limit from e+e− colliders for the lightest neutralino [20]. The indirect

constraints from (g − 2)µ, b → sγ and B → µ+µ− show that the lightest neutralino mass

can be as low as about 6 GeV [36]. In our case, we choose the default value of mχ = 50 GeV

and discuss the effect on the discovery significance when varying mχ in the range 5 − 100
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scalar field S (left) and via a flavor-changing interaction with
a vector field V (right). In these two examples, the missing
energy is carried by the V and χ particles. More diagrams
with, for example, t-channel and s-channel exchanges for the
two type of processes respectively, are possible.

SU(3)c. As an example, consider the s-channel resonant
case

d̄id̄j → S or V → tχ ,

where dk denotes a down-type quark of generation k.
Such processes occur in R-parity-violating SUSY [5]
where, similarly to the case discussed in Ref. [6], the in-
termediate particle is a (possibly on shell) squark and
χ the lightest neutralino (d̄s̄ → ũi → tχ̃0

1, where ũi are
any of the up squarks), or in SU(5) theories where a vec-
tor leptoquark V decays into a top quark and a neutrino
(d̄d̄ → V → tν̄). The key difference between these two
examples is the mass of the invisible fermionic state in-
ducing different transverse-momentum (pT ) spectrum for
the top quark. In the limit of a very heavy resonance,
monotops can be seen as being produced through a
baryon number-violating effective interaction (d̄s̄ → tχ̄),
after having included the possible t- and u-channel ex-
changes of a heavy field [7, 8]. Let us note that the
fermionic particle could also be a Rarita-Schwinger field,
as in SUSY theories containing a spin-3/2 gravitino field,
or a multiparticle state (with a global half-integer spin),
as in hylogenesis scenarios for dark matter [9].
In the second class of models, the top quark is pro-

duced in association with a neutral bosonic state, either
long-lived or decaying invisibly, from quark-gluon initial
states undergoing a flavor-changing interaction, as dis-
cussed, e.g., in Ref. [10]. Missing energy consists either
in a two-fermion continuous state, as in R-parity conserv-
ing SUSY [11], or in a spin-0 (S), spin-1 (V ) or spin-2
(G) particle,

ug → ũiχ̃
0
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EFFECTIVE THEORY FOR MONOTOPS

The top quark kinematic distributions depend both
on the partonic initial state and on the nature of the
undetected recoiling object (scalar, massive or massless

fermion, vector or tensor), as well as on the possible
presence of an intermediate resonant state. This sug-
gests a model-independent analysis where we account for
all cases within a single simplified theory, in the same
spirit as Ref. [12]. Assuming QCD interactions to be
flavor-conserving, as in the SM, the flavor-changing neu-
tral interactions are coming from the weak sector. We
denote by φ, χ and V the possible scalar, fermionic and
vectorial missing energy particles, respectively and by ϕ
and X scalar and vector fields lying in the fundamen-
tal representation of SU(3)c which could lead to res-
onant monotop production.1 In addition, we obtain a
simplified modeling of four-fermion interactions through
possible s, t, u exchanges of heavy scalar fields ϕ and ϕ̃.
The corresponding effective Lagrangian in terms of mass
eigenstates reads

L = LSM

+ φū
[

a0FC+b0FCγ5
]

u+Vµū
[

a1FCγ
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]
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where the superscript c stands for charge conjugation,
i, j, k are color indices in the fundamental representation
and flavor indices are understood. The matrices (in fla-

vor space) a{0,1}FC and b{0,1}FC contain quark interactions
with the bosonic missing-energy particles φ and V , while

a1/2{S,V }R and b1/2{S,V }R are the interactions between up-type
quarks, the invisible fermion χ and the new colored states
ϕ and X . The latter also couple to down-type quarks
with a strength given by aq{S,V }R and bq{S,V }R. Because

of the symmetry properties of the εijk tensor, identical
quark couplings to the scalar field ϕ vanish and so do
their axial couplings to the vector field X . In the case
of four-fermion interactions, we also need to introduce

additional ãqSR, b̃
q
SR, ã

1/2
SR and b̃1/2SR interaction matrices,

assuming heavy masses for the ϕ and ϕ̃ fields.

1 For simplicity, we neglect spin-2 gravitons, as their flavor-
changing couplings are loop-induced and thus very small [13],
as well as any of their excitations, which, even if they have, on
the one hand, typically flavor-violating couplings at tree level, do
not lead, on the other hand, to a missing energy signature. On
the same footing, we do not consider spin-3/2 fields since their
couplings are, at least in SUSY theories, in general suppressed
by the SUSY-breaking scale.
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B. Semileptonic mode

For the semileptonic mode, the dominant backgrounds are pp → W (lν)j with the jet

misidentified as a b-jet and single top production with semileptonic top quark decay. The

Wj background is very large because there are only two final-state particles, compared with
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Charged Higgs
• A charged Higgs can decay into a 

top and a bottom quark, 
producing a polarized sample of 
tops.

• In a type-II 2HDM, the degree of 
polarization in the decay depends 
on tan β.

• One can produce the Higgs in 
association with a single top (in 
analogy to Wt), and its decay 
leads to a t tbar + b signature 
with very unusual kinematic 
structure (tb resonant).
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FIG. 12: (a) The degree of polarization of the antitop quark as a function of tan β of the tH−

signal event and (b) of all the signal and background processes with mH± = 400 GeV. The solid

black curve shows the degree of polarization defined in Eq. (37); the dashed red curve shows 2AFB.

The green band in (b) represents only the statistical uncertainties.

tan β has been considered very hard to measure. Figure 12 shows that the Ddecay varies

rapidly in the region of tan β = 5 ∼ 10. This feature enables us to determine tan β using

top polarization. However, the degree of polarization cannot be used to determine the value

of tan β in the large tanβ region as the degree of polarization approaches -1. Including the

t̄H+ signal and the two SM backgrounds inevitably reduces the degree of polarization, as

depicted in Fig. 12(b). The green band [cf. Eq. (39)] shows the statistical uncertainties

derived from all the signal and background events after all the kinematic cuts and event

reconstructions.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The charged Higgs boson, an undoubted signal of new physics, appears in many new

physics models. In the type-II two-Higgs-doublet model the chirality structure of the cou-

pling of charged Higgs boson to the top and bottom quarks is very sensitive to the value

of tan β. As the polarization of the top quark can be measured experimentally from the

top quark decay products, one could make use of the top quark polarization to determine

the value of tan β. In this work we preform a detailed analysis of measuring top quark

polarization in the charged Higgs boson production channels gb → tH− and gb̄ → t̄H+. We

calculate the helicity amplitudes of the charged Higgs boson production and decay. Our

calculation shows that the top quark from the charged Higgs boson decay provides a good
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tan β has been considered very hard to measure. Figure 12 shows that the Ddecay varies

rapidly in the region of tan β = 5 ∼ 10. This feature enables us to determine tan β using

top polarization. However, the degree of polarization cannot be used to determine the value

of tan β in the large tanβ region as the degree of polarization approaches -1. Including the

t̄H+ signal and the two SM backgrounds inevitably reduces the degree of polarization, as

depicted in Fig. 12(b). The green band [cf. Eq. (39)] shows the statistical uncertainties

derived from all the signal and background events after all the kinematic cuts and event

reconstructions.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The charged Higgs boson, an undoubted signal of new physics, appears in many new

physics models. In the type-II two-Higgs-doublet model the chirality structure of the cou-

pling of charged Higgs boson to the top and bottom quarks is very sensitive to the value

of tan β. As the polarization of the top quark can be measured experimentally from the

top quark decay products, one could make use of the top quark polarization to determine

the value of tan β. In this work we preform a detailed analysis of measuring top quark

polarization in the charged Higgs boson production channels gb → tH− and gb̄ → t̄H+. We

calculate the helicity amplitudes of the charged Higgs boson production and decay. Our

calculation shows that the top quark from the charged Higgs boson decay provides a good
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Four Tops
• As Qing-Hong pointed out, many kinds of 

theories produce large numbers of tops.  
For example, theories where top is 
composite.

• This points out an important 
consideration: consistent theories can be 
many times the SM rate.  This is really a 
BSM search.

• While the SM is an important target, it is 
important to put meaningful bounds on 
BSM theories on our way to seeing it.

Qing-Hong Cao
Top and Exotic Models
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IV. FOUR TOPS AT THE LHC

At the LHC, the energy is su�cient to explore top compositeness more directly. Clearly, Eq. (1) will
lead to an enhancement of the rate for pp ! tttt provided there is su�cient parton luminosity at high
enough energies from processes such as pp! tt

⇤ followed by t
⇤ ! ttt through an insertion of Eq. (1). In

fact, the LHC can explore energies su�ciently above the lower limit of compositeness that one could hope
to directly observe e↵ects beyond the operator level. Provided there are su�ciently narrow resonances
with masses ⇠ ⇤, we can search for them at the LHC.

Thus, we construct an e↵ective theory consisting of the Standard Model plus a heavy (mass M) vector
boson (either octet or singlet), coupled to t

R

with strength g,

� 1
4

(D
µ

⇢
⌫

�D
⌫

⇢
µ

)2 +
1
2
M2⇢µ⇢

µ

+ g⇢
µ

t�µP
R

t (9)

where D
µ

is a covariant derivative, containing coupling to gluons for the octet ⇢ or not for the singlet ⇢.
For simplicity, we neglect any coupling to light quarks (in the case where there are substantial couplings

Lillie, Shu, TMPT ’07
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1 Introduction

Since its discovery in 1995 at the Fermilab Tevatron [1, 2], the top quark has been studied pri-
marily using events containing top quark-antiquark pairs (tt) and events containing a single
top quark. With the larger centre-of-mass energy and luminosity of the CERN LHC, the study
of more rare processes involving top quarks becomes possible. One such process is the pro-
duction of four top quarks (tttt). In the standard model (SM), tttt production proceeds via
gluon-gluon fusion or quark-antiquark annihilation. Feynman diagrams contributing to this
process at leading order (LO) are shown in Fig. 1. The cross section for SM tttt production at
the LHC is predicted, at LO, to be extremely small: sSM

tttt ⇡ 1 fb at
p

s = 8 TeV [3]. Next-to-
leading-order (NLO) corrections increase the cross section by as much as 30% [4]. The main
background is due to tt production, a process that has a cross section more than five orders of
magnitude larger [5] and is one of the reasons that a tttt signal has not yet been observed.
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Figure 1: Leading-order Feynman diagrams for tttt production in the SM from gluon-gluon
fusion (left) and quark-antiquark annihilation (right).

As the data used in this paper correspond to an integrated luminosity of 19.6 fb�1 , there are
⇡20 tttt events expected in the data. Because of the very large tt background, the direct obser-
vation of events leading to a measurement of stttt is unlikely. However, in many models beyond
the SM (BSM) involving massive coloured bosons, Higgs boson or top quark compositeness, or
extra dimensions, stttt is enhanced [4, 6–10]. In some supersymmetric extensions of the SM, tttt
final states can also be produced via cascade decays of coloured supersymmetric particles such
as squarks and gluinos [11]. In certain regions of BSM parameter space, these final states have
kinematics similar to those of SM tttt production. In such cases, reinterpretation of an upper
limit on SM production of tttt has the potential to constrain BSM theories. Moreover, in direct
searches for these BSM signatures, SM production of tttt can be a background. Hence, experi-
mental constraints on stttt have the potential to enhance the discovery reach of such searches.

This paper presents a search for SM production of tttt in events that contain a single lepton (`)
and multiple jets. Signal events are sought in final states with a single muon (µ) or a single
electron (e), in what are termed µ + jets and e + jets channels. The muon or electron originates
either from the direct decay of a W boson or from the leptonic decay of a t lepton in t ! bW,
W ! tnt, t ! `n`nt. The chosen final state has a larger branching ratio (⇡41%) than the
zero-lepton (⇡30%), two-lepton (⇡22%) or three- and four-lepton (⇡6%) final states, when only
muons and electrons are considered as final-state leptons. Kinematic reconstruction techniques
and multivariate analyses (MVA) are used to discriminate the tttt signal from the tt background.
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Figure 3: The distribution in the BDTevent discriminant for data and simulation in events with
Njets = 6 for the µ + jets and e + jets channels in (a) and (b), respectively, and the same in events
with Njets = 7 in (c) and (d), and in events with Njets > 7 in (e) and (f). The ratios plotted at the
bottom of each panel reflect the percent differences between data and MC events. The hatched
areas reflect the changes in the calculated predictions produced by factors of two and one half
changes in the factorisation and renormalisation scales (see Section 6).

comparing alternative tt samples that are generated with the renormalisation and factorisation
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1 Introduction

Since its discovery in 1995 at the Fermilab Tevatron [1, 2], the top quark has been studied pri-
marily using events containing top quark-antiquark pairs (tt) and events containing a single
top quark. With the larger centre-of-mass energy and luminosity of the CERN LHC, the study
of more rare processes involving top quarks becomes possible. One such process is the pro-
duction of four top quarks (tttt). In the standard model (SM), tttt production proceeds via
gluon-gluon fusion or quark-antiquark annihilation. Feynman diagrams contributing to this
process at leading order (LO) are shown in Fig. 1. The cross section for SM tttt production at
the LHC is predicted, at LO, to be extremely small: sSM

tttt ⇡ 1 fb at
p

s = 8 TeV [3]. Next-to-
leading-order (NLO) corrections increase the cross section by as much as 30% [4]. The main
background is due to tt production, a process that has a cross section more than five orders of
magnitude larger [5] and is one of the reasons that a tttt signal has not yet been observed.
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Figure 1: Leading-order Feynman diagrams for tttt production in the SM from gluon-gluon
fusion (left) and quark-antiquark annihilation (right).

As the data used in this paper correspond to an integrated luminosity of 19.6 fb�1 , there are
⇡20 tttt events expected in the data. Because of the very large tt background, the direct obser-
vation of events leading to a measurement of stttt is unlikely. However, in many models beyond
the SM (BSM) involving massive coloured bosons, Higgs boson or top quark compositeness, or
extra dimensions, stttt is enhanced [4, 6–10]. In some supersymmetric extensions of the SM, tttt
final states can also be produced via cascade decays of coloured supersymmetric particles such
as squarks and gluinos [11]. In certain regions of BSM parameter space, these final states have
kinematics similar to those of SM tttt production. In such cases, reinterpretation of an upper
limit on SM production of tttt has the potential to constrain BSM theories. Moreover, in direct
searches for these BSM signatures, SM production of tttt can be a background. Hence, experi-
mental constraints on stttt have the potential to enhance the discovery reach of such searches.

This paper presents a search for SM production of tttt in events that contain a single lepton (`)
and multiple jets. Signal events are sought in final states with a single muon (µ) or a single
electron (e), in what are termed µ + jets and e + jets channels. The muon or electron originates
either from the direct decay of a W boson or from the leptonic decay of a t lepton in t ! bW,
W ! tnt, t ! `n`nt. The chosen final state has a larger branching ratio (⇡41%) than the
zero-lepton (⇡30%), two-lepton (⇡22%) or three- and four-lepton (⇡6%) final states, when only
muons and electrons are considered as final-state leptons. Kinematic reconstruction techniques
and multivariate analyses (MVA) are used to discriminate the tttt signal from the tt background.
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Figure 3: The distribution in the BDTevent discriminant for data and simulation in events with
Njets = 6 for the µ + jets and e + jets channels in (a) and (b), respectively, and the same in events
with Njets = 7 in (c) and (d), and in events with Njets > 7 in (e) and (f). The ratios plotted at the
bottom of each panel reflect the percent differences between data and MC events. The hatched
areas reflect the changes in the calculated predictions produced by factors of two and one half
changes in the factorisation and renormalisation scales (see Section 6).
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very sensitive to the Top Yukawa



Future Colliders

• In the far future, very high 
energy colliders could offer a 
unique perspective on the top.

• For example, a future circular 
collider could reach energies 
of order 100 TeV.

• Production of four or six tops 
in the SM could be feasible.

Benjamin Fuks
Perspective at FCC

FCC@CERN                                    Top pair production                                    Single top and FCNC                                    Parton densities                                    Summary

Perspectives for top physics at Future Circular Colliders Benjamin Fuks - TOP 2014 workshop - 03.10.2014 - 

Intermediate and long term goals
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✦ A future circular collider at CERN!!
✤ A new 80/100 km tunnel in the Geneva area!!
✤ Long term: a proton-proton machine!

★ With 50 TeV beams (√S = 100 TeV)!
★ Achievable with 16T/20 T magnets!!

✤ Potential intermediate step: a lepton collider!
★ Precision measurements to get a handle on the!
!      new physics scale!

★ Study of rare Z, W, Higgs and top decays!
!     (four operation points: teraZ, okuW, megatop, megaH)!

★ Possible upgrade at 500 GeV!! !
✤ A lepton-proton option will also be studied

✦ Cost review to be performed by 2018

✦ Some of the technical challenges!!
✤ Energy stored in the beams: 20 times more than LHC (8 GJ/beam)!!
✤ High synchrotron radiation load on the beam pipe: 25 times more than LHC!!
✤ Quench protection of the magnets!!
✤ Feasibilities of 20T magnet technology!
! (challenging but not impossible: high-temperature supra-conductor magnets)!!
✤ Shielding & collimation (cf. beam losses)
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Opening the multitop window
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✦ Multitop hadroproduction

[ Deandrea & Deutschmann (JHEP ’14) ]
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✤ 100 fb-1:: thousands of tttt events!
    (≈5 with 300 fb-1 LHC collisions at 14 TeV)

✤ Large number of very hard tt pairs

_
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✦ Top-antitop production with gauge boson pairs

[ Torrielli ]

✤ Largest enhancement: ttWW production!
    (≈10000 expected events for 100 fb-1)



Future Colliders

• The high rate of top production offers a very precise determination of 
anomalous couplings, such as e.g. a chromo-magnetic or -electric moment 
of the top quark.

Benjamin Fuks
Perspective at FCC
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✤ Top pair-production total cross sections !
    ➢ constraints on gA and gV!!
✤ Existing data: Tevatron; LHC-8!!
✤ Predictions: LHC-14; FCC-100!

★ Major improvement not foreseen…!
★ LHC: assuming 5% syst. + stat. for 100 fb-1!

★ FCC: assuming 5% syst. + stat. for 1 ab-1!!
✤ Using instead highly massive top pairs!

★ Mtt > 6 TeV or 10 TeV or 15 TeV

Applications: chromoX moments of the top quark
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[ Aguilar Saavedra, BF, Mangano ]

✦ Top chromomagnetic and chromoelectric moments L =
igs
mt

t̄�µ⌫
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Future e+e-

• Off-shell tops can be useful at the 
ILC.  By tuning the collider energy, 
one can get to a regime where one 
top is typically on-shell, and the 
other off-shell.

• Once the top goes off-shell, there 
is enhanced sensitivity to the W-t-b 
interaction.

• Percent level measurements are 
possible at a Higgs factory.

• (There should be something that 
can be said about Z-t-t as well).

e−

e+

γ, Z

t

t

W+

b

W−

b̄

Figure 1: Main contribution to tt̄ production at the ILC.

for t → Wb, which as explained above is not sensitive to gWtb. A eγ collider can measure the rate
of single-top production above threshold [14] to extract gWtb, but it is also worthwhile to see if the
e+e− running mode can be used to extract useful information below the tt̄ threshold.

This article is outlined as follows. In Section 2 we explore tt̄ below threshold and demonstrate
the underlying dependence on gWtb. In Section 3 we examine how the signal may be extracted from
the backgrounds, and determine our sensitivity to gWtb. We conclude in Section 4.

2 Leverage from Below the tt̄ Threshold

Above the tt̄ threshold, final state W+W−bb̄ events have an uncut cross section of order 500 fb—
dominated by tt̄’s produced from s-channel γ’s and Z’s (see Figure 2). In the narrow top width
approximation, the dominant piece of the cross section factors into a production cross section times
the appropriate branching ratios:

σ =
∑

s1s2

σ
(

e+ e− → t(s1)t̄(s2)
)

BR
(

t(s1) → W+b
)

BR
(

t̄(s2) → W−b̄
)

, (5)

where s1,2 label the spin state of the t and t̄. Above threshold σ has little or no dependence on
gWtb: The tt̄ production cross section is independent of gWtb, and the branching ratios are almost
exactly unity.

Just below the tt̄ threshold, the intermediate tt̄ diagrams still contribute, along with other non-
resonant Feynman diagrams, to the W+W−bb̄ final state. At center-of-mass energies below 2mt

but still above mt, the total rate is dominated by contributions from the virtual tt̄ diagrams in a
kinematic configuration where one top is on-shell and the other is off-shell. The rate becomes very
sensitive to the W -t-b interaction, essentially because the narrow width approximation is no longer
valid when the top momentum is off-shell. The leading piece in the narrow width approximation

3

Batra, TMPT ’06
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Figure 2: Rates for e+ e− → W+bW−b̄ as a function of the center-of-mass energy for gWtb = gSM

(black solid), gWtb = 2gSM (blue dashed), and gWtb = gSM/2 (red dotted). Also shown for reference
is the SM single top rate, e+e− → tWb (violet dash-dot).

for the virtual top,
1

(q2
t∗ − m2

t )
2 + m2

t Γ
2
t

#
π

mtΓt

δ
(

q2
t∗ − m2

)

, (6)

is zero, and one can no longer simply disentangle the cross section into production and decay rates.
This is illustrated in Figure 2, which plots the cross section as a function of energy for several

values of gWtb, assuming a 175 GeV top mass and a 115 GeV Higgs mass. All analysis was performed
using the MadEvent package [15] at tree level. The cross-sections asymptote to the same value at
both ends of the energy spectrum, as on-shell tt̄ production dominates close to threshold and
graphs not involving top dominate far below threshold. Both of these extremes are independent
of the W -t-b coupling, while energies in between these two extremes are suitable to measure gWtb.
The inflection points in the intermediate region are due to the turn on of single-top and associated
W production (through graphs that do not contain a virtual top) at their 255 GeV threshold, and
large tt! contributions that dominate near ∼ 350 GeV.

For our analysis, we assume a relatively large luminosity 100 fb−1 of data collected at a single
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Figure 4: Curve corresponding to the region of the plane of gWtb and Γt which is degenerate with
the SM event rate and its 1σ and 2σ deviations as the solid bands. Also overlaid is an expected
measurement of Γt from the on-shell threshold scan with an uncertainty of 100 MeV as the cross-
hatched bands.

line). Also shown as the solid bands are the contours corresponding to 1σ and 2σ deviations from
such a measurement (assuming that the SM rate is observed and considering purely statistical
uncertainties since we expect these to dominate). The result is the expected bound one would
obtain on gWtb and Γt if the SM rate is observed. Combining the below threshold cross section
measurement with the Γt extracted from the above-threshold scan allows us to extract both gWtb

and Γt independently. Alternately, one can go to lower energies where the sensitivity to Γt is less,
though at the price of the loss of some statistics. We have made the conservative assumption that
Γt will be known to order ±100 MeV from the above threshold scan [12]. From Figure 4, we see that
given this assumption, gWtb can be measured to the 3% level, which would represent better than a
factor of 2 improvement compared to the LHC, and a major improvement in our understanding of
the W -t-b interaction.

4 Conclusions

The mass of the top quark is a strong indication that the top may play a fundamental role in the
mechanics behind EWSB, or, if not, magnify the effects of any new physics through the lens of the
large top Yukawa. If this new physics is sufficiently decoupled, shifts in the SM-like top couplings
may be the only evidence left behind; it is no surprise that measuring the properties of the top
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Future Computations
• Future colliders and precision 

measurements are going to need 
improved theoretical tools to 
extract the physics.

• The NLO --> NNLO revolution 
continues to go strong, with many 
important signal and background 
processes coming under theoretical 
control.

• Automation allows one to achieve a 
NLO standard of theoretical 
accuracy at the LHC.

• Techniques to include electroweak 
corrections are in development.

Stefano Pozzorini
Perspective on New Generators

NLO multi-particle revolution and automation

various new 1-loop techniques

many 2 ! 4(5, 6) processes at NLO QCD: 5j, W + 5j, Z + 4j, H + 3j,
WWjj, WZjj, �� + 3j, bb̄bb̄, W��j, WWbb̄, tt̄bb̄, tt̄jj, tt̄tt̄, tt̄��, . . .

various new 1-loop tools: CutTools, Samurai, Helac-NLO, MadLoop,
GoSam, BlackHat, Ninja, NJet, OpenLoops, Collier, Recola

Full automation of NLO and Monte Carlo tools

IR subtraction, integration, NLO matching and multi-jet merging,. . .

tools: Madgraph/aMC@NLO, Powheg/Powhel, Sherpa, Herwig,
Pythia

Great potential to promote NLO to standard TH accuracy at LHC

wide range of NLO simulations possible

further e�ciency improvements crucial for challenging processes

understanding of underlying physics and TH uncertainties can be non-trivial

Most results in this talk based on OpenLoops [Cascioli, Maierhöfer, S.P. ’12]

S. Pozzorini (Zurich University) Top Physics Top2014 6 / 36

Recent results with OpenLoops (Higgs and Top phenomenology)

NLO for pp ! W+W�b¯b with mb > 0, [Cascioli, Kallweit, Maierhöfer, S. P., arXiv:1312.0546]

S–MC@NLO pp ! t¯tb¯b with mb > 0, [Cascioli, Maierhöfer, Moretti, S. P. , Siegert, arXiv:1309.5912]

MEPS@NLO for ``⌫⌫+0,1 jets, [ Cascioli, Höche, Krauss, Maierhöfer, S. P. , Siegert, arXiv:1309.0500]

NLO merging for pp ! HH+0,1 jets, [Maierhöfer, Papaefstathiou, arXiv:1401.0007]

MEPS@NLO for t¯t+0,1,2 jets, [ Höche, Krauss, Maierhöfer, S. P. , Schönherr, Siegert arXiv:1402.6293]

MEPS@NLO for WWW+0,1 jets, [ Höche, Krauss, S. P. , Schönherr, Thompson arXiv:1403.7516]

NNLO for pp ! �Z production, [Grazzini, Kallweit, Rathlev, Torre, arXiv:1309.7000]

NNLO for qq̄ ! t¯t production, [Abelof, Gehrmann–de Ridder, Maierhöfer, S.P. , arXiv:1404.6493]

NNLO for pp ! ZZ production, [Cascioli, Gehrmann, Grazzini, Kallweit, Maierhöfer, von Manteu↵el, S.P. , Rathlev,

Tancredi, Weihs, arXiv:1405.2219]

NNLO for pp ! W+W� production, [Gehrmann, Grazzini, Kallweit, Maierhöfer, von Manteu↵el, S.P. , Rathlev,

Tancredi arXiv:1408.5243]

Several challenging NLO, S–MC@NLO, MEPS@NLO and NNLO studies
thanks to high automation, flexibility and CPU performance

S. Pozzorini (Zurich University) Top Physics Top2014 8 / 36
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What I Learned
• Theorists are more likely to go over time on their presentations.

• Experimentalists have figured this out.

• I am willing to bet this talk is another data point.

• Top experimentalists tend to be more sophisticated than their purely BSM 
counter-parts when it comes to QCD, MC, ...

• Top physics is going strong!

• So many wonderful experimental results... I really have no idea how 
Christian is going to cope!

• Precision measurements and computations make unparalleled progress.

• Exploration of the complicated observables and high energy or rare 
processes both theoretically and experimentally are well underway.



Thank you!
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